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ORGANISATIONAL, MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL MODEL PURSUANT
TO THE LEGISLATIVE DECREE No. 231, DATED 8 JUNE 2001

GENERAL SECTION
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1
1.1

THE LEGISLATIVE DECREE NO. 231 DATED 8 JUNE 2001
Liability of the legal persons

With the Legislative Decree of June 8th 2001 no. 231/2001 (hereinafter “Legislative Decree no.
231/2001” or “Legislative Decree”), pursuant to the authority delegated to the Italian Government with
article 11 of Law of 29 September 2000, no. 300 it was established the regulation of the “responsibility
of entities for administrative offences deriving from crimes”.
In particular, the regulation is applied to the entities with legal personality (for example, S.p.A., S.r.l.) as
well as to the entities and associations without legal personality.
According to the regulation introduced by the Legislative Decree, entities can be deemed “responsible”
for some type of offences either committed or attempted, in their own interest or advantage, from top
management (so-called “Key Officers”) and from those who are under the supervision of the top
management (article 5, paragraph 1, of Legislative Decree no. 231/2001).
The entity’s administrative liability therefore lies beyond and is different from that of the natural person
who materially commits the offence and they are both subjected to investigation in the same proceeding
before a criminal court. However, the entity’s liability persists also in case the natural person who
committed the crime is not identified or is found to be not punishable.
The company’s liability may exist even if the alleged offence is configured as a crime of attempt
(according to art. 26 of Decree 231), meaning thereby when the subject commits acts unequivocally
directed to committing a crime and the action is not committed or the event does not occur.
1.2

Offenders

As previously stated, the entity is responsible for the offences, pursuant to Legislative Decree no.
231/2001, committed in its own interest or advantage by:
- “individuals vested with representation, administration or management functions over the entity
or over one of its organisational structures granted with financial and functional autonomy, as
well as by individuals exercising, even if de facto, the management or the control thereof” (the
above mentioned “Key Officers”; article 5, paragraph 1, letter a) of Legislative Decree
no.231/2001)
- individuals subject to the direction or control of one of the above-mentioned Key Officers (the socalled individuals reporting to others; article 5, paragraph 1, letter b) of Legislative Decree no.
231/2001).
If the crime or administrative offence is committed by top management then the Company is presumed
to be liable, as the top management express, represent and implement the Company’s management
policies. On the contrary, there is no presumption of corporate liability if the crime or administrative
offence is committed by a person subject to the management or supervision of one of the persons above
mentioned; in such case the entity is liable for the subordinate’s offence only if it is found that
commission of the offence was made possible by the failure of management and/or supervisory
obligations.
It is appropriate to reaffirm that entities are not responsible, as specifically stated in the Legislative
Decree (article 5, paragraph 2), if the individuals acted in their own interest or in that of a third party.
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1.3

The offences laid down in the Decree

The offences that, if committed, may give rise to the entity’s administrative liability, if committed in its
own interest or for its own benefit by the individuals above mentioned, are the ones expressly indicated
into the Decree as amended and supplemented during the years in the articles 24 and 25 of the same
Decree.
1.4

Sanctions inflicted by the Decree

Articles 9 through 23 of the Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 foresee the application over the company of
the hereby stated sanctions, following the commission or attempted commission of the aforementioned
crimes:
-

pecuniary sanctions (and preventive confiscation as a precautionary measure);
interdiction (also applicable as a precautionary measure) lasting no less than 3 months and not
exceeding two years (pursuant to article 14, paragraph 1, of Legislative Decree no. 231/2001,
“disqualification can only affect the specific activity related to the offence committed by the entity”),
that can be divided into:
- interdiction from the conduction of the activity;
- temporary suspension or annulment of permits, licenses or concessions instrumental in the
commission of the offence;
- prohibition from doing business with the Public Administration, exception being made for the
obtainment of a public service;
- exclusion from benefits, loans, grants or subsidies and the possible revocation of those already
granted;
- prohibition from advertising products or services;
- requisition (and preventive confiscation as a precautionary measure);
- publication of the sentence (shall one of the interdiction sanctions be applied).

1.5

Organisational, management and control Model: exempting condition

Art. 6 of Decree 231 sets forth that the entity, in the case of offences committed by top positions, is not
answerable if it can prove that:
a) the management has adopted and effectively implemented, prior to the commission of the fact,
models of organisation and management suitable to prevent crimes of the same sort as the one
committed;
b) the task of supervising the functioning and the observance of the Organisation, Management and
Control Model pursuant to Legislative Decree no.231/2001 (hereinafter “Model 231”) and to assure
it is updated has been entrusted to a body of the entity possessing autonomous powers of initiative
and control (the so-called “Supervisory Body”);
c) the persons have committed the crime fraudulently eluding the aforesaid Model 231;
d) supervision by the Supervisory Body has not been omitted or insufficient.
In the case in which the offence has been committed by people subordinated to the management or to
the supervision of top positions, the entity will be held responsible for the crime only in case of
negligence in the performance of the obligations to manage and supervise.
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Therefore, the entity that, before the commission of the crime, adopts and effectively implements a
Model 231 apt to prevent crimes such as the one that was committed, is exempted from responsibility in
case it fully complies with the conditions laid down in art. 6 of the Decree. In this sense, the Decree
provides specific indications on the prerequisites that the organisational models must meet:
- identifying the activities within the context of which crimes might be committed;
- providing for specific “protocols” aimed at programming the formation and the enforcement of
the entity’s decisions in relation to the crimes to be prevented;
- identifying ways of managing financial resources able to prevent the commission of said crimes;
- providing for information obligations to the Supervisory Body;
- introducing a suitable internal disciplinary system to apply sanctions for the failure to respect the
measures indicated in the Model 231.
1.6

Offences committed abroad

Pursuant to art. 4 of Decree 231, the entity may be considered liable in Italy for the commission of certain
offences abroad. In particular, art. 4 of Decree 231 provides that the entities having their head office in
the territory of the State are also answerable to crimes committed abroad in the cases and conditions laid
down in Articles 7 to 10 of the Italian Criminal Code, as long as no action is taken against them by the
State in which the offence was committed.
Therefore, the entity is prosecutable when:
-

it has its head office in Italy, meaning thereby the actual office in which all the administration and
management activities are carried out, eventually even different from where the company is
located or has its registered office (for entities with legal personality), or the place where its
activity is continuously carried out (for entities without legal personality);
- the State in which the offence was committed has not taken legal action against the entity;
- the request by the Minister of Justice, to which the punish ability may be subordinated, also refers
to the entity itself.
The above rules concern the crimes entirely committed abroad by top corporate positions or their
subordinates. The criminal behaviour that may have been even partly performed in Italy falls under the
principle of territoriality laid down in art. 6 of the Criminal Code, pursuant to which “An offence shall be
deemed committed in the territory of the State when the act or omission which constitutes it occurred
therein in whole or in part, or when an event which is a consequence of the act or omission took place
therein.”
2
2.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUSINESS REALITY
Arpa Industriale S.p.A.

Arpa Industriale S.p.A. (hereinafter "Arpa Industriale" or "Company") produces and sells HPL and Fenix
panels for a wider range of intended uses: from architecture to interior design, from healthcare to
shipbuilding , from transport to hospitality, from retail to kitchen.
2.2

Corporate governance system

Arpa Industriale adopts a "traditional" governance system composed by:
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-

-

2.3

Shareholders’ Meeting which takes decisions concerning the supreme governing matters
compliance with the law;
Board of Directors, which has wider administrative powers about the management of the Company,
within the limits provided for by the Articles of Association and by the laws in force;
Board of Statutory Auditors, called to oversee the compliance with the law and the respect of the
principles of proper administration of corporate activities, as well as to check the organisational
structure adequacy, internal control system and the accounting administrative system;
Review Committee, which is responsible for the statutory audit and for the annual budget
judgement, in compliance with the law in force.
Arpa Industriale’s Code of Ethics

The Arpa Industriale’s Code of Ethics sets out the fundamental principles and values that the Company
follows in pursuing its business objectives. It is an essential part of this Model 231 and of the Company’s
overall internal control system.
The aim of the Code of Ethics was to clearly define the principles and values that Arpa Industriale
recognises, accepts and shares, and whose observance is essential for the proper performance of its
activities, reliable operations and the image of Arpa Industriale, in the conviction that for the Company to
be successful it must carry out its business in an ethical way.
The Code of Ethics sets out the fundamental ethical principles and values (such as privacy, correctness,
transparency, equal opportunities) that provide the foundation on which the Model 231 is built and act
as a useful reference for the actual application of the Model 231 within the Company as regards company
dynamics, also in order to comply with the provisions of art. 6 Legislative Decree 231/2001.
The principles and guidelines of the Code of Ethics are binding for all addressees: as such, the Code of
Ethics applies not only to employees of the Company but also to all who work for/with Arpa Industriale,
regardless of the relationship, which may also be temporary, between them (for example, directors,
statutory auditors, partners, suppliers).
The Code of Ethics states that respect for the law, current regulations and commonly accepted business
ethics is a fundamental principle of the Arpa Industriale’s actions. It also establishes the principles that:
all addressees must follow in their everyday work/roles/functions;
must guide all operations, conducts and relationships, both within and outside the Company.
3
3.1

ORGANISATIONAL, MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL MODEL OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE S.p.A.
The guiding principles of the Model 231

In preparing the Model 231, the Company took into consideration its own internal control system with a
view to verifying its capacity to prevent the criminal offences laid down in the Decree in performing the
activities identified to be at risk, as well as the ethical and social principles that the Company applies in
the conduct of business.
More exactly, the Company has identified the following tools aimed at planning the formation and
implementation of the Company’s decisions:
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internal control system and, therefore, corporate procedures, the documentation and provisions
concerning the corporate and organisational hierarchical-functional structure and the management
control system;
Code of Ethics;
personnel communication and training;
penalties envisaged in the applicable National Collective Labour Contract;
overall, the applicable Italian law.
This Model 231 does not give details about principles, rules and procedures listed into the tools above
mentioned. These principles, rules and procedures are a key aspect of the organisational and control
system to which the same Model 231 is inspired by.
Key principles to which this Model 231 is inspired by, further the above mentioned, are:
- the mapping of the Arpa Industriale sensitive process has been provided following the Guidelines
issued by Confindustria;
- requirements laid down in the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, and specifically:
 the task to promote the proper and effective implementation of the Model 231 is assigned to
the Supervisory Body;
 give adequate resources to the Supervisory Body in order to support itself during the
implementation of its tasks;
 Model 231 performance audit and periodically following update;
 raising awareness and its communication to each company business level about rules of
conduct and procedures in force;
- general principles of an appropriate internal monitoring system and specifically:
• traceability of each significant operation for the purposes of Legislative Decree No. 231/2001;
• the respect of the segregations of responsibilities principle;
• the authorization powers definition consistent with the assigned responsibilities;
• report the relevant information to the Supervisory Body.
-

3.2

Scope and structure of the Model 231

The decision to adopt an Organisation, Management and Control Model pursuant to Legislative Decree
no. 231/2001, is not only grounds for exemption from Company liability should the offenses referred to
in the Decree be committed but also, first and foremost, a responsible act by the Company towards its
employees and who works with Arpa Industriale.
Moreover, adoption of the Organisation, Management and Control Model pursuant to Legislative Decree
no. 231/2001 and its effective implementation even more so, contribute to better management of the
internal control system, favouring the consolidation of a corporate culture that values the principles of
transparency, ethics, fairness, and respect for the rules; for Arpa Industriale this also an image benefit.
The main objectives of this Model 231 include:
- increasing awareness among persons who collaborate in various ways with Arpa Industriale (such
as employees, consultants, suppliers, etc.), requesting that they adopt a fair and transparent line
of conduct in activities carried out in the interests of the Company. This conduct must be
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consistent with the ethical values that inspire the Company when working towards its corporate
purpose, and should prevent the risk of the offenses covered by the Decree being committed;
- raising awareness among the abovementioned persons that they could meet with disciplinary
and/or contractual consequences, as well as penal and administrative penalties against them,
should the provisions issued by the Company be breached;
- establishing and/or strengthening controls to enable the Company to prevent or promptly react to
stop offenses being committed by top-level management and by individuals under its direction or
supervision, which could result in the administrative liability of the Company;
- monitoring risk areas to enable the Company to promptly intervene to prevent or obstruct
offenses being committed and to sanction any conduct in opposition to its Model 231;
- guaranteeing its integrity by meeting the obligations expressly provided for in Article 6 of the
Decree;
- improving efficacy and transparency in the management of company activities;
- inducing the full awareness of the potential offender that any offense committed is strongly
condemned and contrary not only to the provisions of the law but also to both the ethical
principles the Company intends to uphold and to the interests of the Company itself, even when it
could appear to obtain an advantage.
The present Model 231 is divided into:
- General Section, which indicates the contents of Legislative Decree 231/2001 as well as the Model
231 key elements: its definition and adoption, the Supervisory Body’s properties, performance and
tasks, the information flows from and to the Supervisory Body, the applicable penalties, the
personnel communication and training and the criteria to update the Model itself;
-

Special Sections, created as a consequence of the identification of "sensitive" processes, where
potential risk profiles associated with the types of crime laid down in the Decree have been
identified, to conduct rules, specific control principles and organisational systems. The Special
Sections have been prepared according to two different views, as follow:
•
•

3.3

Annex 1: Special Section by Crime;
Annex 2: Special Section by Process.

Adoption and update of the Model 231

Arpa Industriale took the view that it is necessary to carry out with the adoption of this Model with a
Board resolution during the meeting dated 18/06/2009 and, with the same resolution, the Company
appointed its own Supervisory Body.
The Model 231 should be updated or adapted whenever it is considered necessary or appropriate and
anyway because of circumstances related to facts such as:
significant changes in the organisational structure of the Company and/or the procedures for
carrying out business activities; identification of new sensitive activities, or variation of those
previously identified, including when related to the launch of new business activities, changes in the
internal structure of the Company and/or methods of conducting business activities;
assessment of non-compliances emerging from the controls carried out.
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The internal control risk management system must ensure an ongoing "dynamic adaptation" of the
Model 231, with reference to its main components (General Section and Special Sections) and to the
overall organisational structure.
Any changes or additions should be communicated to the Board of Directors, which will approve them.
The approval of the updates to the Model 231 is immediately communicated to the Supervisory Body,
which, in its turn, ensures the correct implementation and dissemination of the updates.
3.4

Risk assessment methodology

Article 6, paragraph 2, lett. a) of the Legislative Decree 231/2001 laid down, among the Model 231
requirements, the processes and activities individuation where the crimes, expressly referred to in the
Decree, may be committed. Otherwise, it is about all business activities and processes that are commonly
referred to as "sensitive" (hereinafter, "sensitive activities" and "sensitive processes").
The analysis concerning the corporate structure and its organisation was in order to undertake the
identification of sensitive activities; the analysis above mentioned was carried out in order to better
understand the Company activity and to identify the target business areas.
The important documents collected and its analysis by a technical-organisational (i.e., procedural) and
legal (i.e. powers of attorney) point of view has allowed a first identification of sensitive processes /
activities and a preliminary identification of the responsible departments of these processes / activities.
Then, people in charge of processes/sensitive activities were appointed, which are resources with a
strong knowledge about the sensitive processes / activities and the control systems currently in place
(hereinafter, "Process Owner"), closing and deepening the prior inventory of the sensitive processes /
activities as well as the functions and the individuals involved in.
The Process Owners are the ones with the highest organisational level able to provide detailed
information on the individual business processes and on the activities concerning the individual functions.
When the activity is completed, a sensitive processes / activities preliminary map is drafted, focusing on
the analysis activity, managed through interviews with the Process Owners.
As following, how the assessment is carried out for each sensitive activity:
Potential Risk, which is the risk level referred to sensitive activities pursuant to the Legislative
Decree no. 231/2001 if not mitigate by the internal control system put in place;
Control Foundations put in place and their relative adequacy;
Residual Risk, obtained by reducing the initial value of the potential risk proportionally to the
strength of the control system of that activity.
Control Foundations under assessment shall be composed by:
organisational responsibilities (specifically, organisation chart, job descriptions, delegations and
powers of attorney);
segregation of duties;
guidelines/procedures;
traceability.
In order to detect and analyse in detail the current internal control system to monitor the risks which
were identified and highlighted in the risk assessment activity above described and to assess the
compliance of the Model with the provisions of the Decree, a comparative analysis (the so-called "gap
10

analysis") has been carried out between the existing organisational, management and control Model 231
("as is") and an abstract template assessed with regard to the needs expressed by the regulation laid
down in the Decree ("to be").
When the activity above mentioned has been completed, the Organisational, Management and Control
Model 231 was carried out pursuant to the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, structured into all its
sections according to the provisions of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 and the instructions listed in
the Guidelines issued by Confindustria.
3.5

Processes and sensitive activities of Arpa Industriale

Article 6, paragraph 2, lett. a) of the Decree expressly foresees that the Company's Model 231 identifies
the corporate activities in the course of which the crimes listed in the Decree may potentially be
committed.
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TYPES OF CRIMES LAID DOWN IN THE DECREE

APPLICABILITY TO
Arpa Industriale

Crimes against the Public Administration

Yes

Informational crimes and unlawful use of data

Yes

Organized crime

Yes

Crimes resulting in counterfeiting money, credit cards, stamped paper and other
identification instruments

Yes

Crimes against industry and trade

Yes

Corporate crimes (including corruption amongst private parties)

Yes

Crimes with aims of terrorism or subversion of the democratic order

No

Crimes against the individual person

Yes

Market abuse

No

Manslaughter and serious or very serious culpable injuries, committed with
violation of the rules concerning the protection of health and safety at work
Crimes relating to the receiving, using and laundering of unlawfully received
money and goods, including self-laundering

Yes
Yes

Crimes against intellectual property rights

Yes

Inducement to not make declarations or to make false declarations to judicial
authorities

Yes

Environmental crimes

Yes

Employing illegally staying third-country nationals

Yes

Racism and Xenophobia

No

Methods concerning female genital mutilation

No

International crimes

Yes

In compliance with the law’s provisions, the main sensitive activities of the Company are identified in
relation to the individual crimes laid down in the Decree (through a thorough analysis concerning the
processes involved).
Therefore, the risk assessment activity carried out by management highlighted the following sensitive
activities, which are merged to the business processes and which are regulated in the following Special
Sections of this Model 231, as indicated in the following table:
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PROCESSES
Research and
Development

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES


SPECIAL SECTIONS

Management
of new products
and By crime
technologies research and development
 Special section 1.A “Crimes
activities as well as protection and
against
the
Public
enhancement of intellectual property (patents,
Administration”;
designs
and
models),
also
through
 Special Section 1.C “Organised
collaboration with Group's companies.
crime
and
International
Crimes”;
 Special Section 1.D “Crimes
resulting in counterfeiting
money, credit cards, stamped
paper and other identification
instruments”;
 Special Section 1.E “Crimes
against industry and trade”
By process


Purchasing




Special section 2.A “Research
and Development” process
Selection, contractualization and management By crime
of business relations with suppliers of goods;
 Special Section 1.A “Crimes
Selection, contractualization and management
against
the
Public
of business relations with suppliers of services
Administration”;
(eg. maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and
 Special Section 1.C “Organised
intellectual consultancy.
crime
and
International
Crimes”;
 Special Section 1.D “Crimes
resulting in counterfeiting
money, credit cards, stamped
paper and other identification
instruments”;
 Special Section 1.F “Corporate
crimes (including corruption
amongst private parties)”;
 Special Section 1.I “Crimes
relating to the receiving, using
and laundering of unlawfully
received money and goods,
including self-laundering”;
 Special Section 1.O “Employing
illegally staying third-country
nationals”
By process
Special section 2.B “Purchasing”
process
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PROCESSES
Sales and Marketing

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES






Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with
dealers and agents (counterpart assessment,
formalization and execution of contract);
Management
of
communication
and
marketing activities (eg. dissemination to the
market of information related to goods sold)
also through the use of goods protected by
copyright;
Management of donations or gifts having a
social / charitable aim and sponsorship of
events and initiatives connected to the
business.

SPECIAL SECTIONS
By crime








Special Section 1.A “Crimes
against
the
Public
Administration”;
Special Section 1.C “Organised
crime
and
International
Crimes”;
Special Section 1.E “Crimes
against industry and trade”
Special Section 1.F “Corporate
crimes (including corruption
amongst private parties)”;
Special Section 1.I “Crimes
relating to the receiving, using
and laundering of unlawfully
received money and goods,
including self-laundering”;
Special Part 1.L “Crimes
against intellectual property
rights”

By process
Special section 2.C “Sales and
Marketing” process
Administration,
Finance and Control











Recognition, registration and representation of
business activity in accounting records,
reports, financial statements and other
documents;
Financial resources (collections and payments)
and credit management;
Management of direct and indirect taxation
Management of intercompany transactions
(eg. transfer pricing);
Management of operations on share capital
(management of contributions, profits,
reserves, transactions on shareholdings, etc.)
and
extraordinary
transactions
(eg.
acquisitions,
mergers,
divestitures
of
companies and branches);
Management of relations with Shareholders,
Board of Auditors and Independent Auditors;
Management of relations with representatives
of the Public Administration during inspections
(eg. Competition and Market Guarantor
Authority, Guarantor for the protection of
14

By crime







Special Section 1.A “Crimes
against
the
Public
Administration”
Special Section 1.C “Organised
crime
and
International
Crimes”;
Special Section 1.D “Crimes
resulting in counterfeiting
money, credit cards, stamped
paper and other identification
instruments”;
Special Section 1.F “Corporate
crimes (including corruption
amongst private parties)”;
Special Section 1.I “Crimes
relating to the receiving, using
and laundering of unlawfully
received money and goods,
including self-laundering”.

PROCESSES

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES

SPECIAL SECTIONS

personal data, Financial Administration, Arpa,
Carabinieri, Police Force concerned with fiscal
By process
matters, Local Police, Firefighters, Customs,
ASL, INPS, INAIL, etc ...).
 Special section 2.D
“Administration, Finance and
Control” process
Human Resources





Selection, hiring and management of By crime
personnel;
 Special Section 1.A “Crimes
Management of travel and entertainment
against
the
Public
expenses;
Administration”;
Management of company utilities (eg.  Special Section 1.C “Organised
company cars, mobile phones, computers,
crime
and
International
credit cards, etc.)
Crimes”;
 Special Section 1.F “Corporate
crimes (including corruption
amongst private parties)”;
 Special Section 1.G “Crimes
against the individual person”
 Special Section 1.O “Employing
illegally staying third-country
nationals”
By process
Special section 2.E
Resources” process

Information
Technology





“Human

By crime
Management of physical and logical accesses;
Management of the company network  Special Part 1.B “Information
security;
technology
crimes
and
Management of software, equipment, devices
unlawful data processing”;
or programs.
 Special Part 1.L “Crimes
against intellectual property
rights”
By process
Special section 2.F “Information
Technology” process

Legal



Management of judicial and extrajudicial By crime
disputes and relations with judicial authorities.
 Special Section 1.A “Crimes
against
the
Public
Administration”;
 Special Section 1.C “Organised
crime
and
International
15

PROCESSES

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES

SPECIAL SECTIONS



Crimes”;
Special Section 1.F “Corporate
crimes (including corruption
amongst private parties)”;
Special Section 1.M
“Falsehood of information and
misstatements”

By process
Special section 2.G “Legal” process
Health and Safety at
work













Environment







Identification of the regulatory provisions for
the compliance with technical-structural
standards;
Definition
of
the
resources,
rules,
responsibilities and the authority in the
organization;
Identification and valuation of the risks,
definition of the preventive and protection
measures to eliminate dangers and reduce
risks, also of relevant accident, for health and
safety at work;
Definition of the requirements about
employees expertise, skills and awareness;
Communication,
participation
and
consultation: management of periodic safety
meetings, consultation of employees and their
representatives;
Definition of measures for operational control
and change management;
Procurement and management of contracts:
acquisition of mandatory documentation /
certifications required by law;
Management of crises;
Health surveillance;
Management of non-compliance, accidents,
near misses and corrective actions
Management of environmental compliance;
Management of production;
Management of the co-incineration plant;
Management of suppliers with environmental
relevance;
Waste management.
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By crime


Special
Section
H
“Manslaughter and serious or
very serious culpable injuries,
committed with violation of
the rules concerning the
protection of health and safety
at work”

By process
Special section 2.H “Health and
Safety at Work” process

By crime


Special Part 1.N
“Environmental crimes”

By process



Special section 2.I
“Environment” process

4
4.1

ARPA INDUSTRIALE’S SUPERVISORY BODY
Requirements

Article 6, paragraph 1, letters b) and d) of the Decree exempt the entity from liability if it adopts and
effectively implements a compliance programme suitable to prevent the commission of predicate crimes.
These Articles also require the entity to establish a body with independent supervisory powers, allowing
it to ensure that the Model 231 functions and is observed and autonomous powers of initiative, allowing
it to ensure that the Model 231 is constantly updated.
4.2

Composition, appointment and terms in office

The Board of Directors of Arpa Industriale appoints the Supervisory Body, which is a collegiate body and
remains in office for the term of the Board of Directors that appointed it.
To ensure its full autonomy and independence, the Supervisory Body reports directly to the Board of
Directors of the Company.
If the Board of Directors does not already elect a member with the functions of Chairman from among
Supervisory members, the Supervisory Body must do it by itself.
The appointment of the SB and its members must be formally communicated to all business levels
through the circulation of an internal document which explains powers, duties and responsibilities of the
Supervisory Body. The Supervisory Body composition may be amended at any time by a specific
resolution taken by the Board of Directors.
Any possible remuneration of Supervisory Body shall be fixed at the time of the appointment or with a
subsequent resolution of the Board of Directors. In any case, the members of the Supervisory Body are
refunded for expenses incurred for job reasons.
4.3 Causes of ineligibility, dismissal or forfeit
The appointment as member of the Supervisory Body is subject to the existence of the objective
requisites for eligibility.
These are the causes of ineligibility and disqualification:
- family relations, marriage or up to fourth degree of consanguinity with members of the Senior
Management;
- conflict of interests, even if potential, with the Company capable of jeopardizing the independence
requested by the role and the tasks of the Supervisory Body;
- owning, directly or indirectly, equity participation in entities that could allow the exercise of
considerable influence over the Company;
- convicted individuals, even if without a final decision, for the commission of one of the offences
foreseen by Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 or other offences affecting its good repute and moral
integrity.
Each member of the Supervisory Body, or the entire Supervisory Body, may be removed, by a specific
resolution taken by the Board of Directors. When a member of the SB wants to renounce to the
assignment, he must give a timely and motivated communication to the Supervisory Body and the Board
of Directors themselves.
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The Company Board of Directors is responsible for dismissing members of the Supervisory Body. In the
event of dismissal or forfeit, the Board of Directors promptly replaces the outgoing member, subject to
prior verification of the subjective requirements indicated above. The term in office of the Supervisory
Body will expire in the event of dismissal or forfeit of all its members. In this case, the Board of Directors
of the Company will appoint a new Supervisory Body immediately.
The annulment of the powers of the Supervisory Body and their allocation to another subject can happen
exclusively for motivated cause.
4.4

Powers and duties

The activities conducted by the Supervisory Body cannot be questioned by other Business structure. The
surveillance and control of the Supervisory Body is in fact, strictly functional to the objectives and
effective enforcement of the Model 231 and it cannot substitute the institutional control functions of the
Company.
The Supervisory Body is vested with the powers of action and control needed to ensure an effective and
efficient surveillance on the Model 231 pursuant to article 6 of Legislative Decree no 231/2001.
In particular, the Supervisory Body is vested, as to enable the conduction of its duties, with the following
powers and tasks:
- rule its own functioning also through the definition of a Regulation over its own activities;
- monitor the functioning of the Model 231;
- perform periodic and continuous inspection and control activity;
- ask relevant information or documentation, to the Directors and to the control Bodies of the
Company, to External Auditors, to partners, to advisors and in general to addressees of the Model
231;
- propose the constant adjustment of the Model 231, drafting, when necessary, proposal for the
Corporate Body for update and adjustment of the Model 231;
- monitor the abidance to the procedures stated in the Model 231 and detect those behavioural
deviations
emerging from the analysis of the information flows and from the notices to which the Head of the
various Business Structures are obliged to as per the Model 231;
- manage the relations with and ensure information flows to the top management, the Board of
Directors, as well as to the Board of Statutory Auditors;
- advise initiatives regarding the distribution and training on the disposition of Legislative Decree no.
231/2001 and the Model 231, on the impacts of the regulatory framework over the activities of the
Company and on behaviours;
- provide insight and explanation on the meaning and on the implementation of the indications
stated in the Model 231;
- signal in a timely fashion to the Corporate Body, as to render possible the application of
appropriate measures, the asserted violations to the Model 231 that could lead to a liability for the
Company;
- monitor and evaluate the suitability of the disciplinary system pursuant to Legislative Decree no.
231/2001.
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4.5

Reporting to the Supervisory Body (so-called “Information flows”)

The Supervisory Body must be promptly informed, through a dedicated communication system, on acts,
behaviours or events that may cause a violation of the Model 231 or that, more broadly, are relevant
pursuant to the Legislative Decree no.231/2001.
Top management and the others business functions must communicate in writing to the Supervisory
Body information about potential behaviours in violation with the dispositions stated in the Legislative
Decree No. 231/2001. Furthermore, they must communicate to the Supervisory Body information about
the new circumstances likely to varying or extending the risk areas regarding predicate offenses listed in
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001.
In this regard, the following information must be provided to the Supervisory Body:
- requests for legal assistance submitted by employees when a judicial proceeding involving
offences included in Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 is started;
- measures and/or information issued by judicial police, or by any other authority, including
administrative ones, involving the Company regarding offences included in Legislative Decree no.
231/2001;
- any possible violations of the provisions contained in the Model 231 and in the Code of Ethics;
- executed operations as an exception to the provisions of the procedures relating to activities
relevant for the purposes of the Model 231 and / or, in any case, relevant pursuant to the
provisions of the Legislative Decree 231/2001;
- reports in the case of works accidents (with prognosis higher than 40 days);
- communications regarding changes concerning the organisational structure, powers of
representation and corporate signature, special powers of attorney and internal delegations;
- minutes of the General Meeting, the Board of Directors and the Board of Statutory Auditors;
- any other information that, although not included in the aforementioned list, is relevant for a
correct and complete Model 231 surveillance and update.
4.6

Reporting by the Supervisory Body to the Corporate Bodies

The Supervisory Body shall report about the Model 231 implementation and the emergent critical issue
possibilities:
Two lines of reporting by the Supervisory Body are established:
- the first, on an annual basis, to the Board of Directors and the Board of Statutory Auditors;
- the second, to the Management and to the business functions, in the case of necessity.
In order to guarantee continuity of information to the Board of Directors and the Board of Statutory
Auditors, the Supervisory Body will provide, on annual basis, the transmission of the report of its
activities.
If the Supervisory Body find critical issues relating to any of the contact persons, the corresponding
reporting has to be promptly assigned to one of the other persons above mentioned. In the event of
critical issues relating to members of the Board of Directors, the Supervisory Body will promptly inform
the competent bodies of the Company’s shareholders.
The reporting is about:
- the activity carried out by the Supervisory Body (with specific regard to the checks carried out and
the results thereof, the possible updating of the mapping of Sensitive Processes, etc.);
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any critical issues (as well as ideas concerning improvement) emerged both in terms of behaviour
or events into Arpa Industriale and in terms of Model 231 effectiveness;
- the action plan planned for the following year.
The Board of Statutory Auditors, the Board of Directors and the Managing Director have the right to call
the Supervisory Body in any case, which has the right to request, through the functions or the competent
subjects, the call of aforementioned bodies for urgent reasons.
-

4.7

Model violations reporting and whistleblowing

The Supervisory Body must be promptly informed about any acts, behaviours or events that may cause a
Model 231 violation or that are relevant for the purposes of Legislative Decree 231/2001. In order to
implement the additions to the above mentioned art. 6 of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, the
Company has integrated into the Model 231 a managing system for the reports of infringements (i.e.
whistleblowing system). The scope of this Model 231 is safeguarding the reporter identity and his right to
the privacy. It is possible through the introduction within the disciplinary system of specific penalties
imposed in the event of reprisals and discriminatory behaviours to the detriment of the reporter for the
reason why he has been denounced, in good faith and on the basis of reasonable facts, unlawful conduct
and / or in violation of the Model 231.
Employees, directors and members of corporate bodies as well as third parties must report any violations
or suspicions of violation of the Code of Ethics or of the control principles listed in the Model 231 (socalled "reports").
For this reason, an e-mail address odv@arpaindustriale.com is in place for reporting violations or even for
suspicions of the Model 231 violations.
The Company has also envisaged the establishment of a second channel for reporting violations through
correspondence addressed to: Organismo di Vigilanza c/o Arpa Industriale S.p.A. Via Giovanni Piumati,
91 12042 Bra (CN).
Other channels for reporting can be set up if needed; in such cases no amendments of this Model shall be
necessary.
The Supervisory Body will provide an analysis of the report, possibly listening to the author and the
person responsible for the alleged violation.
The Company informed its employees, directors and members of the corporate bodies as well as third
parties about the existence of the mentioned communication channel that allows to present any reports,
based on specific and consistent elements of facts, also guaranteeing the confidentiality of information
about the reporter’s identity.
The Company ensures also the timely information to the entire personnel and to the partners, not only
with reference to the procedures and regulations adopted and the related sensitive activities, but also
with reference to knowledge, understanding and dissemination about the objectives and the spirit with
which the reporting is done.
Reporting shall be about:
- unlawful conducts incorporating one or more types of crimes which may be a source of the
company responsibility pursuant to the Legislative Decree no. 231/2001;
- conducts committed in violation of conduct rules, procedures, protocols or dispositions laid down
in the Model 231 or in the annexed documents, even if the they are not offences.
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Personal matters, claims or requests of the reporter relating to the discipline of the employment
relationship, or relationships with the hierarchical superior or with colleagues will not be worthy of
mention.
The reports must provide useful information to enable the persons in charge to proceed with the
necessary and appropriate checks and verifications (Article 6, paragraph 2-bis, Legislative Decree
231/2001).
Anonymous reports will not be taken into account in compliance with the law acted to protect the
reporter (Article 6, paragraphs 2-ter and 2-quater, Legislative Decree 231 / 2001). The aforementioned
reports will be subject to further verification only if they are characterized by an adequately detailed
content and concerning particularly serious offenses or irregularities.
The addressee of the reports is the Supervisory Body.
Reporters in good faith are guaranteed against any form of retaliation, discrimination or penalization and,
anyway, the confidentiality of the reporting party identity is assured, without prejudice to legal
obligations and the protection of the Company rights of the persons wrongly accused and / or in bad
faith.
5
5.1

DISCIPLINARY AND PENALTY SYSTEM
Function of the penalty system

Pursuant to article 6, paragraph 2, letter a) and Article 7, paragraph 4, letter b) of the Decree, the
definition of a suitable disciplinary system that combats and sanctions infringements of the Compliance
Programme and the associated company procedures by senior managers and/or persons subject to the
management or supervision of others, is an indispensable part of the compliance programme and
essential for guaranteeing its efficiency.
In general terms, the inclusion of penalties commensurate with the offence and which include
“deterrence mechanisms”, applicable in cases of violation of the Compliance Programme and associated
company procedures, is intended to contribute to the effectiveness and efficiency of the Compliance
Programme itself and of the supervisory and control activities carried out by the Supervisory Body.
The implementation of a disciplinary measure in case of violation of the disposition included in the Model
231 is independent from the commission of an offence and from the verdict of the related criminal
prosecution conducted by the judicial authority.
The disciplinary procedure is launched on the impulse of the competent corporate bodies.
The assessment of any liability, coming from the violation of the Model 231, and the attribution of the
consequent sanction must be conducted in compliance with the current legislation, privacy, dignity and
reputation of the involved persons.
In any case, the application of the provisions of Section 4 of the Code of Ethics is without prejudice.
5.2

Measures against employees

The violation by employees subject to the National Collective Bargaining Agreement for workers in the
rubber and electrical industry related to the plastics industry of the individual behavioural rules referred
to in this Model 231 constitutes a disciplinary offense.
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In particular for employees, in accordance with the National Collective Labour Contract, the following
sanctions are expected:
a) verbal reprimand;
b) written warning;
c) fines up to a maximum of three hours of pay and compensation;
d) suspension from work with deduction of up to a maximum of three days;
e) dismissal.
5.3

Measures against managers

In case of violation by Company executives of the internal rules envisaged by this Model 231 or, in
carrying out activities at risk, a conduct is adopted that does not comply with the provisions of the Model
231, appropriate measures shall be taken against those responsible, in line with the provisions of the Law
no. 300 dated May 30th, 1970 (Workers' Statute).
5.4

Measures against the Board of Directors and Statutory Auditors

In case of violations of the disposition of the Model 231 by one or more Directors or Statutory Auditors, it
will be given prompt communication to the Board of Directors and Board of Statutory Auditors so that
appropriate measures may be applied in compliance with regulations requirements and provisions
adopted by the Company. It is remarked that pursuant to article no. 2392 of the Italian Civil Code the
Directors are responsible towards the Company for failing to comply with obligations imposed by the law
with the proper diligence. Therefore, in relation to the damages caused by specific events closely related
to the failure to apply the proper diligence, a social responsibility pursuant to articles 2393 of the Italian
Civil Code and following may be stated.
In the event of violations of the dispositions by the Directors, the Supervisory Body will inform the
competent bodies of the Company's shareholders without delay.
5.5

Measures against the members of the Supervisory Body

In case of negligence and/or malpractice by the Supervisory Body in the supervision of the correct
implementation of the Model 231, on its observance and in the case of missed individuation of violations
to it, the Board of Directors will takes appropriate measures, together with the Board of Statutory
Auditors, according to the modes provided by the current legislation.
In order to ensure a full right of defence, it must be provided a time limit within which the subject can
present the applicable justifications and/or defence documents and can be interviewed.
In case of allegedly illegal conducts incurred in by the members of the Supervisory Body, the Board of
Directors, subsequent to the receiving of the report, investigates on the unlawful conduct and also
decides the appropriate sanction to be applied.
5.6

Measures against suppliers, collaborators, partners and consultants

Violations by Suppliers, Contractors, Partners and Consultants of the provisions of the Decree and/or of
specific clauses on enterprise rules of conduct (defined according to the Code of Ethics and contained in
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any contract that the Company might have entered into) may be cause for terminating the contract. Said
violation must therefore be reported without delay by the person who detected it, in compliance with
internal rules of procedures, so as to enable the competent corporate bodies to make the necessary
investigations. Termination of the contract entails the ascertainment of any damage possibly suffered by
the Company and the consequent claim for compensation.
5.7

Measures in case of violation of the protection of the reporting entity (Whistleblowing)

Pursuant to the provisions concerning whistleblowing, acts of retaliation or discrimination against the
whistleblower are forbidden for reasons connected directly or indirectly to the report carried out.
The Company will be able to apply the following sanctions, laid down in the applied National Collective
Labour Contract, to who violate the measures aimed at protecting the reporting person, as well as who
carry out, with intent or gross negligence, reports that prove to be unfounded:
a) verbal reprimand;
b) written warning;
c) fines up to a maximum of three hours of pay and compensation;
d) suspension from work with deduction of up to a maximum of three days;
e) dismissal.
It should be noted that the adoption of discriminatory measures against the reporters can be denounced
to the National Labor Inspectorate, for the measures under its jurisdiction, as well as by the reporting
agent, also by the trade union organisation indicated by the same.
The retaliation or discriminatory dismissal of the reporter is not valid. The change of duties pursuant to
Article 2103 of the Italian Civil Code, as well as any other retaliation or discriminatory measure adopted
against the reporter, are also invalid. It is the b of the employer, in case of claims related to the
application of disciplinary sanctions, or demotions, layoffs, transfers, or subjection of the reporting to
another organisational measure having direct or indirect negative effects on working conditions after the
presentation of the report, to demonstrate that such measures are based on reasons unrelated to the
same report.
6
6.1

INFORMATION AND TRAINING
Internal and external communication of the Model 231

In accordance with the provisions of Legislative Decree 231/2001, Arpa Industriale prepares a specific
communication and training plan to ensure that the addressees are made aware of the principles and
provisions of the Model 231 and associated company procedures/ rules of conduct. The Company also
adopts specific measures to ensure that the addressees are actually aware of the aforesaid principles and
provisions, with sufficient diversification according to their roles, responsibilities and duties, and with due
regard to the areas in which individual addressees operate. This plan is managed by the Human
Resources, coordinated by the Supervisory Body.
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6.2

Arpa Industriale’s staff training

The Company organises Training to foster knowledge of the rules set out in the Decree, and to provide a
comprehensive overview of the Decree and the resulting practical repercussions, as well as the content
and principles underlying the Model 231 among all who are required to know them, comply with them
and adhere to them, thereby contributing to their implementation.
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1

INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF SPECIAL SECTIONS

Pursuant to the Article 6, paragraph 1, lett. a) of the Legislative Decree above mentioned, Arpa Industriale
identified the sensitive activities (divided by type of crime and listed in the following paragraphs), in
which crimes potentially may be committed among those provided by the Decree.
In order to avoid the risk of committing such crimes, the Company has consequently formulated bans,
general principles of conduct, general prevention protocols and general principles of control applicable to
all the sensitive activities.
Model 231’s Special Sections aim to:
-

indicate the rules that management are required to observe for the correct application of the
Model 231;

-

provide the Supervisory Body and the other control functions with the tools to carry out monitoring,
control and verification activities.

In general, management shall adopt, each for aspects of their competence, conducts compliance to the
content of the following documents:
-

Organization, Management and Control Model pursuant to Legislative Decree No. 231/2001;

-

Code of Ethics;

-

Internal procedures;

-

Powers of attorney;

-

Any other document that regulates activities compliance with the Decree scope of work.

It is not also officially not allowed to adopt behaviours against to the provisions of the current law.
Each Special Section of the present Annex lists the sensitive activities, the related prohibitions and the
specific behaviour and control protocols for each crime category deemed applicable for the organization.
2

GENERAL BEHAVIOUR PROTOCOLS

All the Model 231 recipients adopt rules of conduct compliant with the law, the provisions contained in
this document, the principles contained in the Ethics Code and in the Model 231’s implementing tools, in
order to avoid the crimes occurrence laid down in the Decree.
According to the all operations concerning sensitive activities, related to in that Special Sections, general
prevention protocols implemented are the following:
-

only who have previously been identified by means of powers of attorney, organization charts,
procedures or any organizational provisions are entitled to carry out sensitive activities;

-

only who have been previously identified for treat and relate with the Public Administration is
entitled to do that and/or persons with powers of representation;

-

the power delegation’s system and the external power’s signature is compliance with the
responsibilities assigned to each person and the knowledge of these powers by external people is
guaranteed by adequate communication and advertising tools;
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-

the formation and implementation of the Company's decisions is compliant with the principles and
provisions contained in the law’s provisions, in the Statute, in the Code of Ethics and in the Model
231 implementing tools;

-

Company’s responsibilities about management, coordination and control are formalized by powers of
attorney, organizational charts, procedures or any organizational provisions;

-

the hierarchical and functional dependency levels are formalized and the Company’s various tasks are
described;

-

who take or implement the Company’s decisions isn’t the same who must give accounting evidence
and who are required to perform on the accounting evidence the controls required by law and the
procedures covered by the internal control system;

-

the choice concerning potential external consultants is made on the basis of professional,
independence and competence requirements;

-

Employees’ rewarding systems respond to realistic goals that are compliant with the tasks, with the
carried out activities and with the assigned responsibilities;

-

the company's cash flows, both incoming and outgoing, are adequately monitored and traceable;

-

the Supervisory Body verifies also by internal control functions that the corporate operating
procedures governing sensitive activities, which are a relevant part of the Model 231, give an
implementation to the principles and provisions contained in this Model 231, and that they are
constantly updated, even under request of the Supervisory Body itself, in order to guarantee the
achievement of the purposes of this document. This activity provided by the supervision, the
obtaining of information flows and reports and any other monitoring activity carried out.
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ORGANISATIONAL, MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL MODEL
PURSUANT TO THE LEGISLATIVE DECREE
NO. 231 DATED 8 JUNE 2001

SPECIAL SECTION 1.A - CRIMES AGAINST THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
(articles 24 e 25 of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001)
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 3, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

DEFINITIONS

Public Institutions, public officials and individuals performing public services, fall within the meaning of
Public Administration (hereinafter also "P.A."). In particular:
-

“Public Institutions” which are, by way of example and not exhaustive: state administrations
(including institutes and schools of all levels and educational institutions), companies and
administrations of the autonomous state, regions, provinces, municipalities, mountain communities,
their consortia and associations, university institutions, autonomous social housing institutions,
chambers of commerce, industry, crafts and agriculture, national, regional and local non-economic
public bodies, administrations, companies and public bodies of the national health service. Public
function is also referred with the European communities, the European Parliament, the Court of
Justice and the Court of Auditors of the European communities;

-

“Public officials” which are public employees or private individuals who can or may form and express
the voice of the public administration, or exercise authoritative or certifying powers, in the name of a
public authority. By way of example and not exhaustive: the officials of state administrations, regions,
provinces, municipalities and their consortia and associations, representatives of the Authorities of
Public Security or Judicial Authority, Guardia di Finanza, CCIAA, Inland Revenue and other public
bodies non-economic national, bodies of the National Health Service, Guarantors and Supervisory
Authorities (e.g. Consob, AVCP, AEEG), Labor Inspectorate, INAIL, INPS;

-

“Individuals performing public services” which is who for whatever reason, provides a public service,
without having the typical powers of the public function, such as, for example, the authoritative1 and
certifying2 powers (Article 358 of the Italian Criminal Code). By way of example and not exhaustive:
employees or collaborators of bodies or companies, public or private, that perform public services, for
example, concessionary companies or entrusted with public services (eg motorways, transport or
distribution of energy or heat, public transport, company in charge of the management or
maintenance of works or public areas).

3

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

Sensitive activities identified, with reference to crimes against the Public Administration referred to in
Articles 24 and 25 of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:

1

The power of coercion is included in the concept of authoritative powers, but every discretionary activity carried out in relation to subjects
who are on an unequal plane with respect to authority (see Cass., Section 11/07/1992, n 181).
2

All the documentation activities to which the legal system assigns evidential effectiveness fall within the concept of certification powers,
whatever the degree.
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Management of new products and technologies research and development activities as well as
protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs and models), also through
collaboration with Group's companies
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy
Management of donations or gifts having a social / charitable aim and sponsorship of events and
initiatives connected to the business
Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
Management of direct and indirect taxation
Management of relations with representatives of the Public Administration during inspections (eg.
Competition and Market Guarantor Authority, Guarantor for the protection of personal data,
Financial Administration, Arpa, Carabinieri, Police Force concerned with fiscal matters, Local Police,
Firefighters, Customs, ASL, INPS, INAIL, etc ...)
Selection, hiring and management of personnel
Management of travel and entertainment expenses
Management of company utilities (eg. company cars, mobile phones, computers, credit cards, etc.)
Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities

4

SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
4.1

Research & Development

This process, related to the crimes against the Public Administration referred to in Articles 24 and 25 of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is sensitive for the following activity:


Management of new products and technologies research and development activities as well as
protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs and models), also through
collaboration with Group's companies

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:
-

-

A structured process, divided by relevant phases, is defined for new products and technologies
R&D activities that involve the use of patents, trademarks and designs. For each phase specific
documentation is prepared and functions involved in the authorization for the transition to the
next phase are identified;
when new products or new uses of them are developed, investigations are carried out regarding
the actual novelty and non-infringement of the intellectual property of third parties;
the new products deriving from R&D activities, before entering in the Company's production cycle,
are subjected to specific control activities aimed at verifying their correspondence with the
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-

-

-

-

4.2

predefined requirements in terms of truthfulness of technical characteristics and signs /
trademarks affixed on them;
adequate contractual forms are used to regulate the obligations of the counterparty (eg. suppliers,
partners) regarding the respect of the Company's intellectual property, including specific clauses
in order to guarantee the indemnity for the Company in case of violations of the ownership of
trademarks, patents or other distinctive signs of others;
the function in charge, also with the support of external consultants, carries out adequate checks
for the registration of the trademarks ensuring that all documents, requests and communications
to the Italian Patent and Trademark Office are complete, truthful and signed by people with
appropriate powers;
external consultants, that support the function in charge of protecting the Company's intellectual
property, are identified on the basis of professionalism and experience requirements and the
related contracts include specific clauses requiring compliance with the Model 231 and the
Company's Code of Ethics;
in preparing the reporting required for obtaining the tax benefits provided for by R&D activities, it
is necessary to guarantee the traceability and accuracy of data; all data useful for any checks are
archived by the function in charge.
Purchasing

This process, related to the crimes against the Public Administration referred to in Articles 24 and 25 of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is sensitive for the following activity:


Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:
-

the assignment of supplies of services (including intellectual consultancy) must take place in
compliance with the current procedure;

-

all service requirements, except those with a value lower than 2.000,00 (two thousand comma
zero zero) Eur, must be formalized through a purchase request;
the indication in purchase request of the suggested or "obliged" supplier is allowed as long as this
indication is formalized and adequately authorized;

-

must not be subjective identity between those who request the assignment of the assignment,
who authorizes it and who executes the payments of the invoices;

-

the assignment of an engagement to external consultants is conferred in writing with an indication
of the agreed remuneration and the content of the service;

-

contracts with consultants include specific clauses requiring compliance with the Model 231 and
the Company's Code of Ethics;

-

contracts with consultants are signed in compliance with the powers assigned;
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-

in order to authorize the payment of the service, the function that issued the purchase request
certifies that the service has been provided;

-

payments must be consistent with the services provided to the Company according to the
conditions or practices existing on the market; no payments in cash are allowed;

-

it is guaranteed the archiving of contracts and relevant documents (eg offers, deliverables,
invoices, payments).

4.3

Sales and Marketing

This process, related to the crimes against the Public Administration referred to in Articles 24 and 25 of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is sensitive for the following activity:


Management of donations or gifts having a social / charitable aim and sponsorship of events and
initiatives connected to the business

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:
-

sponsorship initiatives are not only licit, ethical and Company's business-related but also
authorized in accordance with the powers conferred, justified and documented;

-

gifts to customers, suppliers and third parties in general are of modest value.

4.4

Administration, Finance and Control

This process, related to the crimes against the Public Administration referred to in articles 24 and 25 of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is sensitive for the following activities:




Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
Management of direct and indirect taxation
Management of relations with representatives of the Public Administration during inspections (eg.
Competition and Market Guarantor Authority, Guarantor for the protection of personal data,
Financial Administration, Arpa, Carabinieri, Police Force concerned with fiscal matters, Local Police,
Firefighters, Customs, ASL, INPS, INAIL, etc ...)

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
-

The management of Company bank accounts (opening, closing and execution of transactions) is
entrusted only to personnel who has received a formal powers of attorney;

-

bank accounts reconciliations are carried out on monthly basis, by personnel of the competent
function;

-

cash flow is periodically monitored.

Outgoing flows
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-

All payments are properly documented and authorized in compliance with the powers received.
Authorization levels defined for payments to suppliers, employees and third parties are clearly
defined and traceable;

-

all payments are arranged by bank transfer or other method that guarantees traceability;

-

to arrange payment to a supplier, a formal authorization is required - by issuing a system approval
or other method defined in the internal procedures - by the function that managed the business
relation with the supplier;

-

the access to the home banking system for making payments is allowed only to authorized
personnel, through the use of user ID and password;

-

the chief of the competent function or its delegate verifies in advance the report of the payments
must be done according to the invoice received and authorizes all payments in compliance with
the existing signature limits;

-

the function in charge verifies that no payment is made in cash except for small amounts;

-

the modification of the IBAN of a supplier or customer is properly authorized;

-

in case of payment on foreign bank accounts, checks are carried out to verify that:

-

the bank account indicated by the supplier does not located in a country considered "at risk". In
the event that the supplier requires a payment on a bank account of a "risk" country, the
personnel in charge for payment must promptly inform the Director of Administration, Finance
and Control function;

-

payments to countries considered "at risk" are carried out exclusively in the presence of a supply
actually coming from these countries.

Incoming flows



-

Each payment received is adequately justified;

-

the operations that involve incoming flows are carried out by adequate instruments suitable to
guarantee the traceability of the operation (eg. causal, indication of the ordering function, etc.);

-

cash payments are accepted only if they are of modest value.

Management of direct and indirect taxation
-

All formal documents, requests and communications concerning the tax matters having as target
the Public Administration (eg. Revenue Agency, Financial Authorities) are generally managed and
signed only by personnel with adequate representation powers assigned by the Company;

-

for the invoices received and issued by the Company related to purchasing of goods/services or
sale of goods, the existence of the related transactions must be verified as well the correctness of
the amount indicated in the invoices according to the contracts, purchase orders or order
confirmations;

-

the Company identifies the functions involved in the management of the various tax obligations,
also through a clear assignment of roles and responsibilities;

-

an organizational and procedural approach is defined for the management and control of tax risk
(eg. Tax Control Framework);
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-



legal firms and / or external consultants who support the Company in the management of fiscal
matter and tax litigation are identified in compliance with the rules defined in the services
procurement process (including intellectual services).

Management of relations with representatives of the Public Administration during inspections (eg.
Competition and Market Guarantor Authority, Guarantor for the protection of personal data,
Financial Administration, Arpa, Carabinieri, Police Force concerned with fiscal matters, Local Police,
Firefighters, Customs, ASL, INPS, INAIL, etc ...)
-

Relations with public officials during inspections are managed, where possible, by personnel
delegated by the Company except in that case in which, for operative needs, this is not possible;

-

for each inspection a formal evidence must be available such as:
a) the report issued by the public officials and signed, where possible, by personnel delegated
by the Company;
b) in the absence of a report issued by public officials, the responsible of the function involved
during the inspection must prepare an internal report (also in the form of an e-mail) where
are listed all information, data and documents provided to public officials;

-

the report issued by public officials or the internal report is registered and archived;

-

where possible, it is preferable that at least two people, with appropriate powers, attend to the
inspections; for inspections of long duration, the presence of two people is guaranteed, at least, in
the most relevant stages (such as the opening and closing of the inspection) and, in any case, at
the release of the minutes.

4.5

Human Resources

This process, related to the crimes against the Public Administration referred to in Articles 24 and 25 of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is sensitive for the following activities:




Selection, hiring and management of personnel
Management of travel and entertainment expenses
Management of company utilities (eg. company cars, mobile phones, computers, credit cards, etc.)

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Selection, hiring and management of personnel
-

Recruitment needs are requested and authorized by functions in charge, also taking into
consideration the needs included in the budget;

-

criteria of meritocracy, personal dignity, equal opportunities and adequacy of the work
environment are respected;

-

the selection of candidates is based on an objective attitudinal assessment compared to the job
position;
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-

the function responsible guarantees the traceability of applications sources (for example:
advertisements, spontaneous applications, internal recommendation, head hunting companies,
etc.), as well as the decision-making and authorization process and control activities carried out
(for example: in case of non-EU personnel recruitment, the validity of the residence permit is
verified);

-

the phases of the selection process, when deemed necessary, are managed by a formally
appointed agency, which will keep the documentation related to each phase;

-

the existence of documentation proving the respect of the selection and recruitment procedures is
guaranteed;

-

the definition of the economics conditions is consistent with the position that the candidate is
holding and the related responsibilities / tasks;

-

in addition to the contract, each new employee receives a "Welcome Kit" including the Code of
Ethics and the Model 231;

-

it is guaranteed the correctness and transparency in the management of relations with
representatives of the Public Administration, as well as the compliance with regulatory
requirements in personnel management;

-

the function in charge verifies communications and regulatory obligations towards the
Employment Centre and the other bodies;

-

the remuneration policies are authorized by the top management and the recognition of bonuses
is linked to the achievement of the assigned objectives (eg. MBO system); the letters for increases,
promotions and "una tantum" are signed by the HR Director and the employee;

-

in case of disciplinary sanctions, the person in charge ensures full compliance with the rules
established by the applicable National Collective Labor Contract.

Management of travel and entertainment expenses
-

All business trips are communicated to the hierarchical superior;

-

advanced payments to employees, authorized by the hierarchical superior, are permitted within
the limits defined in the internal procedures;

-

travel expenses are analytically reported and authorized before their reimbursement;

-

travel expenses reports referring to pre-communicated work assignments are verified in terms of
types and consistency with the supporting documents presented by employees;

-

all requests for reimbursement of travel expenses, as well as entertainment expenses, are
adequately documented and liquidated only with the authorization of the hierarchical superior of
the employee;

-

advanced payments, travel and entertainment expenses are managed in compliance with
Company policies.

Management of company utilities (eg. company cars, mobile phones, computers, credit cards, etc.)
-

Rules for requesting / assigning company utilities are defined in internal procedures;
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-

company utilities (eg. personal computers, mobile phones, company cars, fuel cards, credit cards,
etc.) and their recipients are tracked;

-

internal policies foreseen that company utilities can be used only by authorized personnel
according to the purposes for which have been assigned (eg. assignment letter for promiscuous
use of company car);

-

rules for returning company utilities are established in the event of termination of the
employment relationship;

-

rules are defined for the management of theft or loss of assigned assets in order to ensure the
traceability of the reasons for any new assignments.

4.6

Legal

This process, related to the crimes against the Public Administration referred to in Articles 24 and 25 of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is sensitive for the following activity:


Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities
-

The involvement of external lawyers for the management of judicial or extra-judicial litigation is
agreed upon and coordinated by the Company functions in charge on the basis of the litigation
matter;

-

contracts that regulate relations with external lawyers are formalized, signed in accordance with
the powers granted and include specific clauses that guarantee:
•

the reference to compliance with the principles set out in the Code of Ethics and in the
Organizational, Management and Control Model adopted by the Company pursuant to
Legislative Decree 231/2001;

•

the indemnity for the Company in case of violation, by third parties, of the principles
mentioned above;

-

all documentation related to extra-judicial litigation and legal proceedings is filed inside the
Company or at the external law firm and its held for the period required by law;

-

only the external lawyers in charge, the internal competent function and any other authorized
people, can interface with the parts involved in legal proceedings and may be called to make
statements in front of the judicial authorities.
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ORGANISATIONAL, MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL MODEL
PURSUANT TO THE LEGISLATIVE DECREE
NO. 231 DATED 8 JUNE 2001

SPECIAL SECTION 1.B – INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CRIMES AND
UNLAWFUL DATA PROCESSING
(art. 24-bis of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001)
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the corporate offenses referred to in art. 24-bis of
Legislative Decree 231/2001 are as follows:



3

Management of physical and logical accesses
Management of the company network security
Management of software, equipment, devices or programs
SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols indicated for the sensitive activities identified for each business process are listed
below.
3.1

Information Technology

This process, related to Information technology crimes and unlawful processing of data referred to in art.
24-bis of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is sensitive for the following activities:




Management of physical and logical accesses
Management of the company network security
Management of software, equipment, devices or programs

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Management of physical and logical accesses

-

Access to information located in Company's servers and databases is limited by suitable
authentication tools including, but not limited to, the following:
• use of account and password;
• profiled access to network folders;
system administrators, maintenance personnel and Company's employees are provided with unique
authentication credentials, with adequate security features and compliant with the General Data
Protection Regulation UE / 2016/679 (so-called GDPR); authentication credentials are kept secret;
connections made from internal to remote computers that are outside the IT security managed by the
Company are authenticated;

-

-
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-

-

user credentials check is carried out periodically in order to prevent any erroneous qualifications to
the application systems;
each Responsible of internal function, or person delegated by him/her, guarantees the correct
assignment / authorization of access to third party sites or programs (public or private bodies) that
require access credentials (user-id, password and / or Smart Card);
the activation or modification of a user profile is authorized by the Responsible of internal function;
the updating of users passwords to access to business applications is guaranteed by the
implementation of specific rules;
access through a VPN, previously authorized, is allowed through user-id and password.



Management of the company network security

-

-

Company's data transmission network is protected by appropriate access limitation tools (firewall and
proxy);
Company’s data transmission network is segmented in order to limit the possibility of interception;
Company’s data transmission network is protected by adequate monitoring tools against the risk of
unauthorized access;
Company's servers and workstations (fixed and portable) are protected against potential external
attacks through the use of antivirus software, which performs incoming and outgoing checks;
a monitoring activity is carried out on the network devices;
internet access is regulated and filtered by a web filtering system;
a check is carried out to verify the software installed on the PCs connected to the Company network.



Management of software, equipment, devices or programs

-

All servers and workstations are periodically updated on the basis of the patches released by the
manufacturers of operating systems and applications;
all removable devices, including hard disks of employees before their reuse, are deleted, technically
not intelligible, in the case of:
• termination of an employee's employment relationship;
• replacement of IT resources assigned to employees / consultants;
the activity of software installation on employees workstations is allowed only to the personnel in
charge;
all the programs installed on the workstations are licensed;
the personnel in charge carry out the inventory of the software installed on the workstations and on
the servers through a centralized system of software inventory;
the development and test environments are physically and / or logically separated from the
production environment for the most important systems;
software developed by external partners is validated by internal staff before release into production;
appropriate change management control systems are used for the purpose of separating changes
development and production activities.

-

-

-

-

-
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ORGANISATIONAL, MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL MODEL
PURSUANT TO THE LEGISLATIVE DECREE
NO. 231 DATED 8 JUNE 2001

SPECIAL SECTION 1.C ORGANIZED CRIME AND INTERNATIONAL CRIMES
(art. 24-ter of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 and Law No. 146/2006)
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the organized crimes and the international crimes
referred to in the art. 24-ter of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 and Law No. 146/2006 are as follows:












3

Management of new products and technologies research and development activities as well as
protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs and models), also through
collaboration with Group's companies
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy
Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)
Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
Management of direct and indirect taxation
Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing)
Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches)
Selection, hiring and management of personnel
Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities
SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
3.1

Research and Development

This process, with reference to organized crime and the international crimes referred to in art. 24-ter of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 and Law no. 146/2006, is sensitive to the following activity:


Management of new products and technologies research and development activities as well as
protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs and models), also through
collaboration with Group's companies

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
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3.2

Purchasing

This process, with reference to organized crime and the transnational offences referred to in art. 24-ter of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 and Law no. 146/2006, is sensitive to the following activities:



Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Purchase Request

-

The rules for Purchase Requests approval (eg. person in charge for authorization; budget check) must
be defined;

-

the indication in Purchase Request of the suggested or "obliged" supplier is allowed as long as this
indication is formalized and adequately authorized.
Supplier selection

-

All assignments of goods supplies are carried out with the involvement of the function in charge of
procurement management. Any exceptions are regulated within the internal procedures;

-

except for exceptions, the Purchasing & Procurement function sends the request for proposal to
multiple suppliers, usually identified within the list of qualified suppliers, indicating the technical
specifications of the product.
Suppliers qualification

-

The function in charge verifies the professional reliability of new suppliers of critical goods; the
supplier is included in the list of qualified suppliers only if these checks are successful.
Issue of Purchase Order and / or contract formalization

-

All purchase orders / contracts are signed in compliance with the powers assigned;

-

purchase orders and contracts include specific clauses requiring compliance with the Model 231 and
the Company's Code of Ethics and the conditions for rescission referable to the violation of the
principles described in that documents.
Archiving

-

It is guaranteed the identification and registration of the information related to third parties with
whom the Company concludes purchase contracts;

-

the filing of the documentation relating to purchase request, request for quotation, comparison of the
offers, minutes for the awarding of tenders, purchase orders / contracts, confirmation of receipt of
the asset is guaranteed by the responsible function (in paper or electronic format).
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Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
3.3

Sales and Marketing

This process, with reference to organized crime and the international crimes referred to in art. 24-ter of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 and Law no. 146/2006, is sensitive to the following activities:



Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)

-

The phase of commercial opportunities identification is based on criteria of correctness and
transparency;

-

an analysis of the customer's solvency is made and the authorization process for the acceptance of
the client is defined in the event that the analysis shows a negative outcome and if the conditions of
payment before delivery are not precautionary for the Company (eg. prepayment);

-

the elaboration of technical and economic offer foresees the involvement of the competent functions.
The aim of the process, the controls system and authorizations in place is the formulation of an offer
that follows criteria defined in a transparent, objective and shared manner;

-

discounts applied to customers with respect to the price lists defined by the Company are managed
on the basis of defined guidelines;

-

contracts signed with customers are formalized and contain General Terms and Conditions of Sale and
include specific clauses that guarantee:
•

the reference to compliance with the principles set out in the Code of Ethics and in the
Organizational, Management and Control Model adopted by the Company pursuant to
Legislative Decree 231/2001;

•

the indemnity for the Company in case of violation, by third parties, of the principles
mentioned above;

-

contracts with customers are signed coherently with the powers of attorney system and archived;

-

the correspondence between the characteristics of the products sold and those reported on the
informative material or in any material delivered to the client or provided to the market (eg.
brochures, catalogs, technical offer) is periodically reviewed.
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Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)

-

The choice of the counterparty is done in compliance with predetermined criteria and according to
risk and anomaly indexes previously defined and constantly updated by the competent function;

-

in the selection of third parties the anti-mafia legislation requirements are always carried out, if
applicable;

-

contracts negotiated with agents and distributors are formalized, signed coherently with the powers
of attorney system and include specific clauses that guarantee:

3.4

•

the reference to compliance with the principles set out in the Code of Ethics and in the
Organizational, Management and Control Model adopted by the Company pursuant to
Legislative Decree 231/2001;

•

the indemnity for the Company in case of violation, by third parties, of the principles
mentioned above;

the documentation is kept in a specific file to prevent its modification except with appropriate
evidence, allow the correct traceability of the entire process and facilitate any subsequent checks.
Administration, Finance & Control

This process, with reference to organized crime and international crimes referred to in art. 24-ter of the
Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 and Law no. 146/2006, is sensitive to the following activities:





Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
Management of direct and indirect taxation
Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing)
Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches)

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.


Management of direct and indirect taxation

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.


Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing)
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-

Personnel operates in compliance with the transfer pricing policy, which describes methods and
principles for intercompany transactions management;

-

adequate documentation archiving is ensured in order to allow the correct traceability of the entire
process and to facilitate any subsequent checks;

-

methods and principles for intercompany transactions management (eg. activities carried out on
behalf of the counterpart, fees, timing, control activities, outputs provided, etc.) are formalized in
specific intercompany contracts / agreements (or in an internal procedure / policy, if applicable);

-

the documentation related to each intercompany transaction is archived in order to guarantee a
complete traceability;

-

a particular attention is given to financial resources and intercompany transactions management;

-

each intercompany transaction takes place on the basis of documentation authorized by personnel
that has received appropriate powers.



Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches)

-

Resolutions related to the allocation of profits or reserves, as well as all the activities carried out as
part of extraordinary transactions on equity investments or capital, are done in compliance with
Corporate Bylaws and relevant regulations;

-

the decision to carry out an extraordinary transaction is shared by involving the appointed bodies
(Shareholders' Meeting, Board of Directors, Board of Auditors and Independent Auditors);

-

the management of extraordinary transactions such as mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries sale or
demergers, is done by involving the internal Company functions and, if necessary, external
consultants to execute the following activities:
a) preliminary analysis / due diligence of economics, financial and equity data of the companies
involved in the transaction, as well as legal / corporate analysis;
b) preparation of contractual documentation;
c)

elaboration of documentation, financial statements and reports related to the extraordinary
transactions;

-

the contractual documentation related to extraordinary transactions (acquisitions, contributions,
mergers, demergers, etc.) is reviewed and approved, on the basis of the responsibilities, by the
delegated functions before the approval of the competent bodies;

-

the documentation provided to the Company's bodies for the approval of an extraordinary
transaction is adequately filed and its contents must be clear, truthful and exhaustive;

-

extraordinary transactions related to subsidiaries are approved also by the Board of Directors and
possibly by the Shareholders' Meeting on the basis of the responsibilities of the company involved;

-

accounting records related to extraordinary transactions (such as mergers, demergers, capital
increases and destinations of profits or reserves) are carried out only after the favourable resolution
by the bodies in charge and in accordance with the terms of its effectiveness.
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3.5

Human Resources

This process, with reference to organized crime and the international crimes referred to in art. 24-ter of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 and Law no. 146/2006, is sensitive to the following activity:


Selection, hiring and management of the personnel

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
3.6

Legal

This process, with reference to organized crime and the international crimes referred to in art. 24-ter of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 and Law No. 146/2006, is sensitive to the following activity:


Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes resulting in counterfeiting money, credit
cards, stamped paper and other identification instruments referred to in the art. 25-bis of the Legislative
Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:



3

Management of new products and technologies research and development activities as well as
protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs and models), also through
collaboration with Group's companies
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
3.1

Research and Development

This process, with reference to crimes resulting in counterfeiting money, credit cards, stamped paper and
other identification instruments referred to in art. 25-bis of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is
sensitive to the following activity:


Management of new products and technologies research and development activities as well as
protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs and models), also through
collaboration with Group's companies

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
3.2

Purchasing

This process, with reference to crimes resulting in counterfeiting money, credit cards, stamped paper and
other identification instruments referred to in art. 25-bis of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is
sensitive to the following activity:


Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
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For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.
3.3

Administration, Finance and Control

This process, with reference to crimes resulting in counterfeiting money, credit cards, stamped paper and
other identification instruments referred to in art. 25-bis of the Legislative Decree no. 231/2001, is
sensitive to the following activity:


Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes against industry and trade referred to in
the art. 25-bis.1 of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:





3

Management of new products and technologies research and development activities as well as
protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs and models), also through
collaboration with Group's companies
Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)
Management of communication and marketing activities (eg. dissemination to the market of
information related to goods sold) also through the use of goods protected by copyright
SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
3.1

Research and Development

This process, with reference to crimes against industry and trade referred to in art. 25-bis.1 of the
Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is sensitive to the following activity:


Management of new products and technologies research and development activities as well as
protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs and models), also through
collaboration with Group's companies

Specific Protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
3.2

Sales and Marketing

This process, with reference to crimes against industry and trade referred to in art. 25-bis.1 of the
Legislative Decree No. 231/2001, is sensitive to the following activities:




Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)
Management of communication and marketing activities (eg. dissemination to the market of
information related to goods sold) also
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through the use of goods protected by copyright

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.


Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.


Management of communication and marketing activities (eg. dissemination to the market of
information related to goods sold) also through the use of goods protected by copyright

-

the correspondence between the characteristics of the products sold and those reported on the
informative material or in any material delivered to the client or provided to the market (eg.
brochures, catalogs, technical offer) is periodically reviewed;

-

communications concerning the Company and its products are carried out only by authorized people;

-

works protected by copyright purchased by the Company for marketing purposes are cataloged in a
special database;

-

the use of third parties images occurs with a release issued by them;

-

specific clauses concerning the observance of the rules on intellectual property in relations with third
parties are defined;

-

purchasing of products destined to marketing activities is carried out in compliance with internal
procurement procedures.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the corporate crimes referred to in the art. 25-ter of
the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:
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Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy
Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)
Management of donations or gifts having a social / charitable aim and sponsorship of events and
initiatives connected to the business
Recognition, registration and representation of business activity in accounting records, reports,
financial statements and other documents
Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing)
Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches)
Management of relations with Shareholders, Board of Auditors and Independent Auditors
Selection, hiring and management of the Personnel
Management of travel and entertainment expenses
Management of company utilities (eg. company cars, mobile phones, computers, credit cards, etc.)
Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities
SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
3.1

Purchasing

This process, with reference to the corporate crimes referred to in art. 25-ter of the Legislative Decree
No. 231/2001, is sensitive to the following activities:



Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy
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Specific protocols of behaviour and control


Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.


Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
3.2

Sales and Marketing

This process, with reference to the corporate crimes referred to in art. 25-ter of the Legislative Decree
No. 231/2001, is sensitive to the following activities:




Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)
Management of donations or gifts having a social / charitable aim and sponsorship of events and
initiatives connected to the business

Specific protocols of behaviour and control


Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.


Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.


Management of donations or gifts having a social / charitable aim and sponsorship of events and
initiatives connected to the business

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
3.3

Administration, Finance and Control

This process, with reference to the corporate crimes referred to in art. 25-ter of the Legislative Decree
No. 231/2001, is sensitive to the following activity:
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Recognition, registration and representation of business activity in accounting records, reports,
financial statements and other documents
Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing)
Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches)
Management of relations with Shareholders, Board of Auditors and Independent Auditors

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Recognition, registration and representation of business activity in accounting records, reports,
financial statements and other documents

-

An accounting manual or accounting procedures are adopted, where data and information that each
function must provide and accounting criteria for data processing are clearly indicated;

-

deadlines for periodic closures are defined and properly communicated to Company functions;

-

all transactions recording are carried out correctly and in compliance with the principles of
truthfulness and completeness;

-

competent functions provide the information requested in a timely manner and certifying, where it is
possible, its completeness and truthfulness, or indicating who can provide such certification;

-

if it is useful for the comprehension of the information, competent functions indicate documents or
sources from which information has been acquired and processed and, where possible, enclose a
copy;

-

the collection, transmission and aggregation of accounting information aimed at the preparation of
Company communications takes place exclusively through methods that can guarantee the
traceability of each step in data elaboration process and the identification of the subjects who enter
data into the system;

-

any significant changes to the balance sheet items or to the accounting criteria of them are
appropriately authorized according to Company procedures and assigned powers;

-

the request by anyone of unjustified changes in the criteria for the recognition, recording and
accounting presentation or quantitative variation of data compared to those already accounted for in
accordance with Company's operating procedures, is immediately communicated to the
Administration, Finance and Control Director;

-

the drafts of financial statements and other accounting documents are made available to the
Directors in advance of the meeting of the Board of Directors called to take decision on the approval
of the financial statement.



Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
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For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.


Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing)

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.


Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches)

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.


Management of relations with Shareholders, Board of Auditors and Independent Auditors

-

The requests and transmissions of data and information, as well as any relief, communication or
evaluation expressed by the Shareholders and the Board of Auditors, are documented and filed;

-

all the documents relating to transactions on the agenda of the meetings of the Shareholders'
Meeting or the Board of Directors or, in any case, related to transactions on which the Board of
Auditors must express an opinion, must be communicated and made available in advance of the date
of the meeting;

-

it is guaranteed to the Board of Auditors and Shareholders a free access to Company accounts and to
other matters required for the proper performance of their activities;

-

significant communications to Board of Auditors and Independent Auditors take place in a formal
manner (eg. by e-mail);

-

all the audits carried out by the Board of Auditors are formalized in their minutes.

3.4

Human Resources

This process, with reference to the corporate crimes referred to in art. 25-ter of the Legislative Decree
No. 231/2001, is sensitive to the following activities:




Selection, hiring and management of the Personnel
Management of travel and entertainment expenses
Management of company utilities (eg. company cars, mobile phones, computers, credit cards, etc.)

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
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3.5

Legal

This process, with reference to the corporate crimes referred to in art. 25-ter of the Legislative Decree
No. 231/2001, is sensitive to the following activity:


Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes against the individual person referred to in
the art. 25-quinquies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:

3

Selection, hiring and management of the Personnel
SPECIFIC CONTROLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
3.1

Human Resources

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes against the individual person referred to in
the art. 25-quinquies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:


Selection, hiring and management of the Personnel

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes against the individual person referred to in
the art. 25-quinquies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:




Identification of the regulatory provisions for the compliance with technical-structural standards
Definition of the resources, rules, responsibilities and the authority in the organization
Identification and valuation of the risks, definition of the preventive and protection measures to
eliminate dangers and reduce risks, also of relevant accident, for health and safety at work
Definition of the requirements about employees expertise, skills and awareness
Communication, participation and consultation: management of periodic safety meetings,
consultation of employees and their representatives
Definition of measures for operational control and change management
Procurement and management of contracts: acquisition of mandatory documentation /
certifications required by law
Management of crises
Health surveillance
Management of non-compliance accidents, near misses and corrective actions.








3

SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

In accordance with the provisions of art. 30 of Legislative Decree no. 81/2008, which establishes the
eligibility criteria for the purposes of the exemplary effectiveness of the 231 Models, the monitoring of
the activities at risk of committing the offenses referred to in this Special Section is ensured by the
Company through the adoption of organizational tools defined within the workplace health and safety
management systems currently described by the BS OHSAS 18001:20073 standard. Given that the
Company is also subject to the provisions for activities at risk of major accidents, as a further
organizational reference to oversee the risks of committing the offenses referred to in this Special
Section, Arpa Industriale also considers the organizational measures established by the Annex B of
Legislative Decree no. 105/2015 "Guidelines for the implementation of the Safety Management System for
the prevention of major accidents".
The specific behaviour and control relating to the sensitive activities identified for the "Health and Safety
at work” process are listed below.
3.1

Health and safety at work

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
3

This standard will be replaced over time by the UNI ISO 45001: 2018 which, recently issued, is currently in a temporary application regime.
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The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Identification of the regulatory provisions for the compliance with technical-structural standards

Compliance with current regulations (laws, technical standards and regulations, etc.) is ensured through
the adoption of specific registrations in order to control:





-

identification and accessibility to the relevant rules applicable to the organization;

-

legislative updating;

-

periodic monitoring of compliance with applicable legislation.

Definition of the resources, rules, responsibilities and the authority in the organization
-

For all the figures identified by the relevant legislation on health and safety in the workplace (eg
employer, executives) as well as by the legislation to oversee the risks of major accidents (eg
manager), suitable technical-professional requirements are predefined; these requisites are in
possession of the subject prior to the assignment of the assignment and can also be achieved
through specific training interventions; they are maintained over time;

-

specific responsibilities are assigned, where necessary the use of formal delegation takes place
on a certain date, through the written form defining, in an exhaustive manner, the characteristics
and limits of the assignment and, where appropriate, identifying the spending power; in
particular, by way of example:
•

the responsibilities of management, coordination and control within the Company are
formalized;

•

the system of proxies, signing and spending powers is built in a manner consistent with the
responsibilities assigned;

•

the assignment and exercise of powers in a decision-making process is congruent with the
positions of responsibility and with the relevance and / or the criticality of the underlying
risk situations;

•

the subjects provided for by the regulations concerning hygiene and safety in the
workplace are correctly appointed and the powers necessary for the performance of the
role assigned to them are correctly assigned to them;

•

the persons in charge and / or appointed in accordance with current legislation on hygiene
and safety in the workplace have adequate and effective skills in this area.

Identification and valuation of the risks, definition of the preventive and protection measures to
eliminate dangers and reduce risks, also of relevant accident, for health and safety at work

Appropriate organizational tools will be set up that will preliminarily define the criteria in compliance with
the provisions of Legislative Decree no. 105/2015 and art. 28 of Legislative Decree no. 81/2008; consider
the following aspects in particular:
-

routine and non-routine activities;

-

activities of all persons having access to the workplace (including external ones);
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-

human behaviour;

-

dangers from outside;

-

hazards related to work or created in the surrounding environment;

-

infrastructure, equipment and materials present at the workplace;

-

any applicable legal obligations regarding risk assessment and implementation of the necessary
control measures;

-

design of work environments, machinery and plants;

-

operational and work procedures.

Definition of the requirements about employees expertise, skills and awareness

Organizational measures put in place must allow to:



-

define criteria for choosing the trainer;

-

document information, training and training activities;

-

guarantee, also through appropriate planning, that any person under the control of the
organization is competent on the basis of adequate education, training or experience;

-

identify the training needs connected with the performance of the activities and provide training
or take other actions into account to meet these needs;

-

evaluate the effectiveness of training activities or other actions that may be implemented, and
keep the related records;

-

ensure that staff become aware of the actual or potential impact of their work, the correct
behaviours to adopt, their roles and responsibilities;

-

ensure that the personnel working on site, including outsiders, are competent on the basis of
adequate education and training, in accordance with the provisions of Legislative Decree
105/2015;

-

ensure that the personnel working on site, including the outsiders, receive adequate and periodic
information on the measures to prevent the risks of a major accident.

Communication, participation and consultation: management of periodic safety meetings,
consultation of employees and their representatives

The control measures defined to supervise the activity define the methods of participation of the
workers, also through their representatives, through:



-

their involvement in the identification of hazards, risk assessment and definition of protection
measures;

-

their involvement in investigations related to an accident or a near miss;

-

their consultation when there are changes that may have significance.

Definition of measures for operational control and change management
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-

Due to the complexity of the processing, specific working instructions or operating procedures
are defined which, together with the documentation regarding the use of machinery and
equipment and the safety documentation of the substances, are made available to the worker;

-

suitable organizational tools are defined in order to put under control the following aspects:
•

changes made to processes and / or to the management system, including temporary
changes, and their impact on operations, processes and activities;

•

identification of the activities for which the use of PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) is
required;

•

the definition of the criteria for choosing the PPE, which must ensure the adequacy of the
PPE to the types of risk identified during the assessment phase and their compliance with
the current technical standards (eg CE marking);

•

the definition of Individual Protection Devices (DPI) management;

•

definition of assessment methods to guarantee the maintenance of protection
requirements;

•

the definition of methods, timing and responsibilities for the planning and development
and recording of maintenance and periodic checks, where required, of equipment, plant
and machinery (identified on time in specific protocols / cards) and periodic checking of
their efficiency.

Procurement and management of contracts: acquisition of mandatory documentation /
certifications required by law
-

-

The contract awarding activity is monitored by:
•

defining procedures for verification of suppliers that also take into account the compliance
by security personnel and their workers;

•

defining the intervention field and its impacts within a written contract;

•

defining accesses and activities carried out on the site by third parties, with specific
assessment of the interfering risks related to their presence and related drafting of the
required coordination documentation (eg DUVRI, PSC) signed by all the external parties
involved and promptly adequate in case of variations in the conditions of the intervention;

•

adopting contractual clauses requiring compliance with the general principles contained in
the Model 231 and in the Code of Ethics and consequently with the applicable SSL
regulations;

•

defining control systems for third-party workers at sites and / or company sites on
compliance with corporate safety principles, as supplemented by contracts;

the purchase activity is monitored by defining:
•

criteria and procedures for the qualification and verification of suppliers’ requirements;

•

methods for checking the conformity of the equipment, plants and machinery to be
purchased under current regulations (eg CE marking);

•

criteria and methods for assessing acceptability requirements;
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•



procedures for the execution of acceptance tests, initial examinations and necessary
approvals for commissioning.

Management of crises

The management of emergencies is monitored through appropriate control measures that include:



-

identification of situations that may cause a potential emergency;

-

definition of the modalities for responding to the internal emergency conditions as well as to the
emergency conditions with potential impacts relevant to workers and population and preventing
or mitigating the relative negative consequences in terms of health and safety;

-

definition and updating of emergency plans in case of accidents or negative outcomes of periodic
simulations;

-

planning of the verification of the effectiveness of the emergency management plans.

Health surveillance

Suitable organizational tools are envisaged for:



-

the preliminary verification of the attribution of any duty to the worker of the health
requirements of the same in relation to what was detected during the assessment of the risk;

-

verification of the suitability by the Company's competent doctor who, by reason of the
indications provided by the Employer and on the basis of his / her knowledge of the workplace
and work;

-

definition of a health surveillance protocol to be submitted to the worker.

Management of non-compliance accidents, near misses and corrective actions

Suitable organizational tools are envisaged for:
-

the adoption of suitable tools to report, investigate and correct any non-compliance;

-

the adoption of suitable tools to report and investigate accidents, missed accidents and
occupational diseases.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes relating to the receiving, using and
laundering of unlawfully received money and goods, including self-laundering referred to in the art. 25octies of the Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 are as follows:










3

Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy
Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)
Recognition, registration and representation of business activity in accounting records, reports,
financial statements and other documents
Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
Management of direct and indirect taxation
Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing)
Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches)
SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
3.1

Purchasing

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes relating to the receiving, using and
laundering of unlawfully received money and goods, including self-laundering referred to in the art. 25octies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:



Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy

Specific protocols of behaviour and control


Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.
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Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
3.2

Sales and Marketing

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes relating to the receiving, using and
laundering of unlawfully received money and goods, including self-laundering referred to in the art. 25octies of the Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 are as follows:



Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment, formalization
and execution of contract)

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.
3.3

Administration, Finance and Control

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes relating to the receiving, using and
laundering of unlawfully received money and goods, including self-laundering referred to in the art. 25octies of the Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 are as follows:






Recognition, registration and representation of business activity in accounting records, reports,
financial statements and other documents
Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management
Management of direct and indirect taxation
Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing)
Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches)

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:


Recognition, registration and representation of business activity in accounting records, reports,
financial statements and other documents

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section F "Corporate Crimes (including corruption among private parties)", with
reference to the same sensitive activity.
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Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes in relations with the Public Administration", with reference to
the same sensitive activity.


Management of direct and indirect taxation

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.


Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing)

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.


Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches)

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes against intellectual property rights referred
to in the art. 25-novies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:


3

Management of communication and marketing activities (eg. dissemination to the market of
information related to goods sold) also through the use of goods protected by copyright
Management of software, equipment, devices or programs
SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
3.1

Sales and Marketing

The sensitive activity identified with reference to the crimes against intellectual property rights referred
to in the art. 25-novies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 is as follows:


Management of communication and marketing activities (eg. dissemination to the market of
information related to goods sold) also through the use of goods protected by copyright

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section E "Crimes against industry and trade", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
3.2

Information Technology

The sensitive activity identified with reference to the crimes against intellectual property rights referred
to in the art. 25-novies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 is as follows:


Management of software, equipment, devices or programs

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section B “Information technology crimes and unlawful data processing”, with
reference to the same sensitive activity.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activity identified with reference to the inducement to not make declarations or to make
false declarations to judicial authorities referred to in the art. 25-decies of the Legislative Decree No.
231/2001 is as follows:

3

Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities

SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
3.1

Legal

The sensitive activity identified with reference to the falsehood of information and misstatements
referred to in the art. 25-decies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 is as follows:


Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to environmental crimes referred to in the art. 25undecies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as follows:





3

Management of environmental compliance;
Management of production;
Management of the co-incineration plant;
Management of suppliers with environmental relevance;
Waste management.
SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

In analogy with the provisions of art. 30 of Legislative Decree 81/2008 for the purposes of preventing
culpable homicide and serious and very serious injuries in violation of the accident prevention regulations
set out in art. 25-septies of Legislative Decree no.231/2001 and as recalled by the most recent guidelines
of the trade associations, the supervision of the activities at risk of committing the crimes referred to in
this special section is ensured by the Company through the adoption of organizational tools defined in the
scope of the environmental management systems currently described by the UNI EN ISO 14001: 2015
standard. Since the provisions envisaged for activities at risk of a major accident are applicable to Arpa
Industriale, as a further organizational reference to oversee the risks of committing the offenses referred
to in this special section, the Company also considers the organizational measures established in its
management system from Annex B of Legislative Decree 105/2015 "Guidelines for the implementation of
the Safety Management System for the prevention of relevant accidents”.
The specific behaviour and control relating to the sensitive activities identified for the "Environment”
process are listed below.
3.1

Environment

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the environmental crimes referred to in the art. 25undecies of the Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 are as follows:
Specific protocols of behaviour and control
The procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviour
and control protocols:

-

Management of environmental compliance
for all the figures identified by the pertinent environmental legislation as well as by the regulations to
oversee the risks of a major accident (eg Manager), assign specific responsibilities, taking as an
example:
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-

•

responsibility for management, coordination and control within the Company;

•

the system of proxies, signing and spending powers in a manner consistent with the
responsibilities assigned;

•

the assignment and exercise of powers in a decision-making process is congruent with the
positions of responsibility and with the relevance and / or the criticality of the underlying risk
situations;

•

the appointment of subjects required by the environmental legislation and they are correctly
assigned the necessary powers to perform the role assigned to them;

•

the skills required for the persons appointed and / or appointed pursuant to current legislation on
environmental matters;

ensure the adoption of specific registrations in order to control:
•

identification and accessibility to the applicable rules applicable to the organization;

•

legislative updating, monitoring and informing the Company of variations or introduction of
environmental regulations;

•

periodic monitoring of compliance with applicable legislation;

-

identify the relevant environmental aspects and assess the risks;

-

ensure the obtaining, maintenance and renewal, where required, of the required authorizations
relating to activities that may involve emissions into the atmosphere;

-

define management methods of any overruns of the applicable regulatory limits and related
communication to the competent authorities;

-

carry out the planned communications following the occurrence of environmental emergencies that
have led to pollution of the ground, subsoil and surface or ground waters;

-

correctly assessing any environmental impacts resulting from structural or organizational changes
concerning the operational sites (construction of new offices and / or extension or disposal of existing
offices);

-

establish suitable emergency management procedures;

-

monitor the performances related to the relevant environmental aspects;

-

guarantee the maintenance of plants, machines and equipment;

-

adopt specific procedures that regulate activities, roles and responsibilities of operations relating to
waste management;

-

define appropriate methods for carrying out the identification, characterization, classification and
registration of waste;

-

adopt specific procedures that regulate activities, roles and responsibilities of operations relating to
the management of water discharges;

-

regulate the management of aspects concerning water discharges;

-

monitor the legislation on communication and land reclamation in order to adapt the plants to any
legislative changes;
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-

monitor the legislation on ozone-depleting substances in order to adapt the plants to any legislative
changes;

-

ensuring, in consideration of all the environmental impacts described, the traceability and availability
of the related documentation (eg. records relating to analytical checks, maintenance records);

-

communicate the results of the monitoring / sampling to the production manager;

-

ensure, in consideration of all the environmental impacts described, the formalization of an audit plan
and its implementation;

-

ensure, in consideration of all the environmental impacts described, that the results of the audits
performed are communicated to the reference people and subject to evaluation in order to define
appropriate corrective measures.



Management of production

-

Foresee the evaluation, characterization and communication to the departments in charge for
compliance to environmental legislation regarding the danger of the raw materials used in production
activities;

-

foresee adequate storage / preservation of raw materials;

-

monitor the performances related to discharges, emissions and waste production;

-

define management methods of any exceedances of emission limits in the atmosphere and
concentration in the water and related communication to the competent authorities;

-

carry out the required communications following the occurrence of environmental emergencies that
have determined the pollution of the soil, subsoil and surface or underground waters;

-

assess the environmental impact resulting from structural or organizational changes concerning
production facilities;

-

establish suitable emergency management procedures;

-

verify the possession of environmental requirements with reference to machinery, plant and
equipment;

-

carry out periodic maintenance operations;

-

define suitable emergency maintenance intervention measures aimed at containing pollution in the
face of environmental emergencies;

-

assessing adequately any environmental impacts resulting from structural or organizational changes
concerning the operational sites (construction of new offices and / or extension or disposal of existing
offices);

-

foresee the compliance, in maintenance activities, with the procedures issued on environmental
matters, in particular waste management, discharges, soil and subsoil protection against polluting
events and emissions;

-

carry out periodic and scheduled maintenance operations on temporary waste deposits aimed at
limiting the exposure of the waste to atmospheric agents;
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-

carry out extraordinary maintenance interventions also for the purpose of limiting any environmental
accidents;

-

always check that hazardous substances or substances with environmental impacts are managed and
handled exclusively by personnel with the necessary skills;

-

constantly monitor the chemical / physical effluent parameters;

-

execute the census of asbestos roofing and the definition of the related maintenance control plan and
/ or the termination of the use and disposal of the asset, in accordance with current legislation;

-

carry out periodic evaluation and monitoring activities of the conservation status of materials
containing asbestos;

-

guarantee the traceability and availability of the documentation related to the maintenance activities
carried out (for example, records relating to analytical checks, maintenance records);

-

communicate the results of the monitoring / sampling to the production manager.



Management of the co-incineration plant

-

Define management methods of any overruns of the applicable regulatory limits and related
communication to the competent authorities;

-

carry out periodic and scheduled maintenance operations on the exhaust pipes and the exhaust
chimney filters;

-

define adequate emergency maintenance intervention measures aimed at containing pollution in the
face of environmental emergencies;

-

verify the possession of environmental requirements with reference to machinery, plant and
equipment;

-

foresee adequate emergency management methods;

-

always check that hazardous substances or substances with environmental impacts are managed and
handled exclusively by personnel with the necessary skills;

-

constantly monitor the chemical / physical effluent parameters;

-

guarantee the correct characterization and classification of waste;

-

provide for the differentiation of waste in order to prevent any illegal mixing;

-

verify the adequacy of the waste produced with the CER qualification of the same, even if the service
is performed by third-party laboratories;

-

carry out extraordinary maintenance interventions also for the purpose of limiting any environmental
accidents;

-

guarantee the traceability and availability of the documentation related to the maintenance activities
carried out (for example, records relating to analytical checks, maintenance records);

-

communicate the results of the monitoring / sampling to the production manager.



Management of suppliers with environmental relevance
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-

define roles, responsibilities and methods for selecting suppliers and subcontractors;

-

preliminary check of the technical-professional requirements of the suppliers (eg registration of
environmental managers for waste management subjects, Sincert accreditation for analysis
laboratories, etc.);

-

foresee contractual clauses requiring compliance with the applicable environmental regulations and,
where necessary, the procedures defined by the Company, as well as compliance with the general
principles contained in the Model 231 and in the Code of Ethics;

-

foresee verification activities, and audits if necessary, on suppliers with greater environmental
relevance;

-

foresee assessment of suppliers performance.



Waste management

-

ensure the correct characterization and classification of waste;

-

foresee the differentiation of waste in order to prevent any illegal mixing;

-

guarantee the correct management of temporary waste deposits on the basis of the type and waste
produced;

-

verify the adequacy of the waste produced with the CER qualification of the same, even if the service
is performed by third-party laboratories;

-

verify possession, in the case of transport carried out in-house, of the prescribed requirements
required by current legislation;

-

verify, in the case of transport carried out by third parties, compliance with the authorization
requirements;

-

verify the correct management of the formalities necessary for the final conferment to the disposer
(management of the forms and the loading / unloading registers);

-

verify the correct keeping of the documentation relating to disposal (for example the registers, the
forms, the accompanying analytical documentation, etc.), as well as the congruity of the requirements
for disposal in the documentation provided;

-

verify the correct management of the FIR (Identification Forms of Waste), also using databases and r
accounts for the CER code, preparatory to the correct compilation of the annual MUD (Single
Environmental Declaration Model);

-

check the availability and correctness of the documentation relating to waste management.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the
commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the
business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES OF ARPA INDUSTRIALE

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes consisting in employing illegally staying
third-country nationals referred to in the art. 25-duodecies of the Legislative Decree no. 231/2001 are as
follows:



3

Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy
Selection, hiring and management of personnel
SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols defined relating to the sensitive activities identified for each business process are
listed below.
3.1

Purchasing

The sensitive activities identified with reference to the crimes consisting employing illegally staying thirdcountry nationals referred to in the art. 25-duodecies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 are as
follows:



Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy

Specific protocols of behaviour and control


Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section C " Organised crime and International Crimes", with reference to the
same sensitive activity.


Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services (eg.
Maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy

For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
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3.2

Human Resources

The sensitive activity identified with reference to the crimes consisting in employing illegally staying thirdcountry nationals referred to in the art. 25-duodecies of the Legislative Decree No. 231/2001 is as follows:


Selection, hiring and management of personnel

Specific protocols of behaviour and control
For the specific protocols of behaviour and control, reference should be made to what has already been
described in the Special Section A "Crimes against the Public Administration", with reference to the same
sensitive activity.
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1

INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF SPECIAL SECTIONS

Pursuant to the Article 6, paragraph 1, lett. a) of the Legislative Decree above mentioned, Arpa Industriale
identified the sensitive activities (divided by type of crime and listed in the following paragraphs), in
which crimes potentially may be committed among those provided by the Decree.
In order to avoid the risk of committing such crimes, the Company has consequently formulated bans,
general principles of conduct, general prevention protocols and general principles of control applicable to
all the sensitive activities.
Model 231’s special sections aim to:
-

indicate the rules that management are required to observe for the correct application of the
Model 231;

-

provide the Supervisory Body and the other control functions with the tools to carry out monitoring,
control and verification activities.

In general, management shall adopt, each for aspects of their competence, conducts compliance to the
content of the following documents:
-

Organization, Management and Control Model pursuant to Legislative Decree No. 231/2001;

-

Code of Ethics;

-

Internal procedures;

-

Powers of attorney;

-

Any other document that regulates activities compliance with the Decree scope of work.

It is not also officially not allowed to adopt behaviours against to the provisions of the current law.
Each Special Section of the present Annex lists the sensitive activities, the related prohibitions and the
specific behaviour and control protocols for each relevant process within the organization.
2

GENERAL BEHAVIOUR PROTOCOLS

All the Model 231 recipients adopt rules of conduct compliant with the law, the provisions contained in
this document, the principles contained in the Code of Ethics and in the Model 231’s implementing tools,
in order to avoid the crimes occurrence laid down in the Decree.
According to the all operations concerning sensitive activities, related to in that Special Sections, general
prevention protocols implemented are the following:
-

only who have previously been identified by means of powers of attorney, organization charts,
procedures or any organizational provisions are entitled to carry out sensitive activities;

-

only who have been previously identified for treat and relate with the Public Administration is
entitled to do that and/or persons with powers of representation;

-

the power delegation’s system and the external power’s signature is compliance with the
responsibilities assigned to each person and the knowledge of these powers by external people is
guaranteed by adequate communication and advertising tools;
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-

the formation and implementation of the Company's decisions is compliant with the principles and
provisions contained in the law’s provisions, in the Statute, in the Code of Ethics and in the Model
231 implementing tools;

-

Company’s responsibilities about management, coordination and control are formalized by powers of
attorney, organizational charts, procedures or any organizational provisions;

-

the hierarchical and functional dependency levels are formalized and the Company’s various tasks are
described;

-

who take or implement the Company’s decisions isn’t the same who must give accounting evidence
and who are required to perform on the accounting evidence the controls required by law and the
procedures covered by the internal control system;

-

the choice concerning potential external consultants is made on the basis of professional,
independence and competence requirements;

-

Employees’ rewarding systems respond to realistic goals that are compliant with the tasks, with the
carried out activities and with the assigned responsibilities;

-

the company's cash flows, both incoming and outgoing, are adequately monitored and traceable;

-

the Supervisory Body verifies also by internal control functions that the corporate operating
procedures governing sensitive activities, which are a relevant part of the Model 231, give an
implementation to the principles and provisions contained in this Model 231, and that they are
constantly updated, even under request of the Supervisory Body itself, in order to guarantee the
achievement of the purposes of this document. This activity provided by the supervision, the
obtaining of information flows and reports and any other monitoring activity carried out.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities included in the “Research and Development” process, listed in the
following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and
to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE “RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT” PROCESS

Sensitive activity identified, with reference to the “Research and Development” Process is as follows:
i.

3

Management of new products and technologies research and development activities as well as
protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs and models), also
through collaboration with Group's companies
CRIME CATEGORIES APPLICABLE TO THE “RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT” PROCESS

Based on the risk assessment performed by the organization, the sensitive activity included in the
“Research and Development” process is potentially applicable for the following crime categories:

4

PA

artt. 24 e 25

Crimes against the Public Administration



CRI

art. 24-ter

Organized crime



FAL

art. 25-bis

Crimes resulting in counterfeiting money, credit cards,
stamped paper and other identification instruments



IND

art. 25-bis.1

Crimes against industry and trade



TRN

art. 10 L.146/2006

International crimes



SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols relating to the sensitive activity included in the “Research and Development”
process are listed below.
i. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of new products and technologies research and
development activities as well as protection and enhancement of intellectual property (patents, designs
and models), also through collaboration with Group's companies” the procedures and practices in force
must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

a structured process, divided by relevant phases, is defined for new products and technologies R&D
activities that involve the use of patents, trademarks and designs. For each phase specific
documentation is prepared and functions involved in the authorization for the transition to the next
phase are identified;

-

when new products or new uses of them are developed, investigations are carried out regarding the
actual novelty and non-infringement of the intellectual property of third parties;
6

-

the new products deriving from R&D activities, before entering in the Company's production cycle,
are subjected to specific control activities aimed at verifying their correspondence with the
predefined requirements in terms of truthfulness of technical characteristics and signs / trademarks
affixed on them;

-

adequate contractual forms are used to regulate the obligations of the counterparty (eg. suppliers,
partners) regarding the respect of the Company's intellectual property, including specific clauses in
order to guarantee the indemnity for the Company in case of violations of the ownership of
trademarks, patents or other distinctive signs of others;

-

the function in charge, also with the support of external consultants, carries out adequate checks for
the registration of the trademarks ensuring that all documents, requests and communications to the
Italian Patent and Trademark Office are complete, truthful and signed by people with appropriate
powers;

-

external consultants, that support the function in charge of protecting the Company's intellectual
property, are identified on the basis of professionalism and experience requirements and the related
contracts include specific clauses requiring compliance with the Model 231 and the Company's Code
of Ethics;

-

in preparing the reporting required for obtaining the tax benefits provided for by R&D activities, it is
necessary to guarantee the traceability and accuracy of data; all data useful for any checks are
archived by the function in charge.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities included in the “Purchasing” process, listed in the following paragraph
2, shall follow in order to avoid the commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness
and transparency conditions in the business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE “PURCHASING” PROCESS

Sensitive activities identified, with reference to the “Purchasing” Process are as follows:
i.
ii.

3

Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of goods;
Selection, contractualization and management of business relations with suppliers of services
(eg. maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual consultancy.
CRIME CATEGORIES APPLICABLE TO THE “PURCHASING” PROCESS

Based on the risk assessment performed by the organization, the sensitive activities included in the
“Purchasing” process are potentially applicable for the following crime categories:

PA

artt. 24 e 25

Crimes against the Public Administration



CRI

art. 24-ter

Organized crime



FAL

art. 25-bis

Crimes resulting in counterfeiting money, credit cards,
stamped paper and other identification instruments



SOC/CP

art. 25-ter

Corporate crimes (including corruption amongst private
parties)
Crimes relating to the receiving, using and laundering of
unlawfully received money and goods, including selflaundering



RIC

4

art. 25-octies



IMM

art. 25-duodecies

Employing illegally staying third-country nationals



TRN

art. 10 L.146/2006

International crimes



SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols relating to the sensitive activities included in the “Purchasing” process are listed
below.
i. With reference to the sensitive activity “Selection, contractualization and management of business
relations with suppliers of goods” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with
the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
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Purchase Request
-

The rules for Purchase Requests approval (eg. person in charge for authorization; budget check) must
be defined;

-

the indication in Purchase Request of the suggested or "obliged" supplier is allowed as long as this
indication is formalized and adequately authorized.
Supplier selection

-

All assignments of goods supplies are carried out with the involvement of the function in charge of
procurement management. Any exceptions are regulated within the internal procedures;

-

except for exceptions, the Purchasing & Procurement function sends the request for proposal to
multiple suppliers, usually identified within the list of qualified suppliers, indicating the technical
specifications of the product.
Suppliers qualification

-

The function in charge verifies the professional reliability of new suppliers of critical goods; the
supplier is included in the list of qualified suppliers only if these checks are successful.
Issue of Purchase Order and / or contract formalization

-

All purchase orders / contracts are signed in compliance with the powers assigned;

-

purchase orders and contracts include specific clauses requiring compliance with the Model 231 and
the Company's Code of Ethics and the conditions for rescission referable to the violation of the
principles described in that documents.
Archiving

-

It is guaranteed the identification and registration of the information related to third parties with
whom the Company concludes purchase contracts;

-

the filing of the documentation relating to purchase request, request for quotation, comparison of the
offers, minutes for the awarding of tenders, purchase orders / contracts, confirmation of receipt of
the asset is guaranteed by the responsible function (in paper or electronic format).

ii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Selection, contractualization and management of business
relations with suppliers of services (eg. maintenance, industrial cleaning, etc.) and intellectual
consultancy” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific
behaviours and control protocols:
-

the assignment of supplies of services (including intellectual consultancy) must take place in
compliance with the current procedure;

-

all service requirements, except those with a value lower than 2.000,00 (two thousand comma zero
zero) Eur, must be formalized through a purchase request;

-

the indication in purchase request of the suggested or "obliged" supplier is allowed as long as this
indication is formalized and adequately authorized;

-

must not be subjective identity between those who request the assignment of the assignment, who
authorizes it and who executes the payments of the invoices;
10

-

the assignment of an engagement to external consultants is conferred in writing with an indication of
the agreed remuneration and the content of the service;

-

contracts with consultants include specific clauses requiring compliance with the Model 231 and the
Company's Code of Ethics;

-

contracts with consultants are signed in compliance with the powers assigned;

-

in order to authorize the payment of the service, the function that issued the purchase request
certifies that the service has been provided;

-

payments must be consistent with the services provided to the Company according to the conditions
or practices existing on the market; no payments in cash are allowed;

-

it is guaranteed the archiving of contracts and relevant documents (eg offers, deliverables, invoices,
payments).
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities included in the “Sales and Marketing” process, listed in the following
paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to
ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE “SALES AND MARKETING” PROCESS

Sensitive activities identified, with reference to the “Sales and Marketing” Process are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

3

Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)
Management of business relations with dealers and agents (counterpart assessment,
formalization and execution of contract);
Management of communication and marketing activities (eg. dissemination to the market of
information related to goods sold) also through the use of goods protected by copyright;
Management of donations or gifts having a social / charitable aim and sponsorship of events
and initiatives connected to the business.
CRIME CATEGORIES APPLICABLE TO THE “SALES AND MARKETING” PROCESS

Based on the risk assessment performed by the organization, the sensitive activities included in the “Sales
and Marketing” process are potentially applicable for the following crime categories:

PA

artt. 24 e 25

Crimes against the Public Administration



CRI

art. 24-ter

Organized crime



IND

art. 25-bis.1

Crimes against industry and trade



art. 25-ter

Reati societari (inclusa corruzione tra privati)



RIC

art. 25-octies

Crimes relating to the receiving, using and laundering of
unlawfully received money and goods, including selflaundering



DIR

art. 25-novies

Crimes against intellectual property rights



TRN

art. 10 L.146/2006

International crimes



SOC/CP

4

SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols relating to the sensitive activities included in the “Sales and Marketing” process are
listed below.
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i. With reference to the sensitive activity “Sales of decorative laminates (HPL and FENIX)” the procedures
and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control
protocols:
-

the phase of commercial opportunities identification is based on criteria of correctness and
transparency;

-

an analysis of the customer's solvency is made and the authorization process for the acceptance of
the client is defined in the event that the analysis shows a negative outcome and if the conditions of
payment before delivery are not precautionary for the Company (eg. prepayment);

-

the elaboration of technical and economic offer foresees the involvement of the competent functions.
The aim of the process, the controls system and authorizations in place is the formulation of an offer
that follows criteria defined in a transparent, objective and shared manner;

-

discounts applied to customers with respect to the price lists defined by the Company are managed
on the basis of defined guidelines;

-

contracts signed with customers are formalized and contain General Terms and Conditions of Sale and
include specific clauses that guarantee:
•

the reference to compliance with the principles set out in the Code of Ethics and in the
Organizational, Management and Control Model adopted by the Company pursuant to Legislative
Decree 231/2001;

•

the indemnity for the Company in case of violation, by third parties, of the principles mentioned
above;

-

contracts with customers are signed coherently with the powers of attorney system and archived;

-

the correspondence between the characteristics of the products sold and those reported on the
informative material or in any material delivered to the client or provided to the market (eg.
brochures, catalogs, technical offer) is periodically reviewed.

ii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of business relations with dealers and agents
(counterpart assessment, formalization and execution of contract)” the procedures and practices in
force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

the choice of the counterparty is done in compliance with predetermined criteria and according to risk
and anomaly indexes previously defined and constantly updated by the competent function;

-

in the selection of third parties the anti-mafia legislation requirements are always carried out, if
applicable;

-

contracts negotiated with agents and distributors are formalized, signed coherently with the powers
of attorney system and include specific clauses that guarantee:
•

the reference to compliance with the principles set out in the Code of Ethics and in the
Organizational, Management and Control Model adopted by the Company pursuant to Legislative
Decree 231/2001;

•

the indemnity for the Company in case of violation, by third parties, of the principles mentioned
above;
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-

the documentation is kept in a specific file to prevent its modification except with appropriate
evidence, allow the correct traceability of the entire process and facilitate any subsequent checks.

iii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of communication and marketing activities
(eg. dissemination to the market of information related to goods sold) also through the use of goods
protected by copyright” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the
following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

the correspondence between the characteristics of the products sold and those reported on the
informative material or in any material delivered to the client or provided to the market (eg.
brochures, catalogs, technical offer) is periodically reviewed;

-

communications concerning the Company and its products are carried out only by authorized people;

-

works protected by copyright purchased by the Company for marketing purposes are cataloged in a
special database;

-

the use of third parties images occurs with a release issued by them;

-

specific clauses concerning the observance of the rules on intellectual property in relations with third
parties are defined;

-

purchasing of products destined to marketing activities is carried out in compliance with internal
procurement procedures.

iv. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of donations or gifts having a social /
charitable aim and sponsorship of events and initiatives connected to the business” the procedures and
practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control
protocols:
-

sponsorship initiatives are not only licit, ethical and Company's business-related but also authorized in
accordance with the powers conferred, justified and documented;

-

gifts to customers, suppliers and third parties in general are of modest value.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities included in the “Administration, Finance and Control” process, listed in
the following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the commission of the crimes listed in the Decree
and to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE “ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE AND CONTROL” PROCESS

Sensitive activities identified, with reference to the “Administration, Finance and Control” Process are as
follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

vi.
vii.

3

Recognition, registration and representation of business activity in accounting records, reports,
financial statements and other documents;
Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit management;
Management of direct and indirect taxation
Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer pricing);
Management of operations on share capital (management of contributions, profits, reserves,
transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg. acquisitions, mergers,
divestitures of companies and branches);
Management of relations with Shareholders, Board of Auditors and Independent Auditors;
Management of relations with representatives of the Public Administration during inspections
(eg. Competition and Market Guarantor Authority, Guarantor for the protection of personal
data, Financial Administration, Arpa, Carabinieri, Police Force concerned with fiscal matters,
Local Police, Firefighters, Customs, ASL, INPS, INAIL, etc ...).
CRIME CATEGORIES APPLICABLE TO THE “ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE AND CONTROL” PROCESS

Based on the risk assessment performed by the organization, the sensitive activities included in the
“Administration, Finance and Control” process are potentially applicable for the following crime
categories:
PA

artt. 24 e 25

Crimes against the Public Administration



CRI

art. 24-ter

Organized crime



FAL

art. 25-bis

Crimes resulting in counterfeiting money, credit cards,
stamped paper and other identification instruments



SOC/CP

art. 25-ter

Corporate crimes (including corruption amongst private
parties)
Crimes relating to the receiving, using and laundering of
unlawfully received money and goods, including selflaundering



International crimes



RIC

art. 25-octies

TRN

art. 10 L.146/2006

17



4

SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols relating to the sensitive activities included in the “Administration, Finance and
Control” process are listed below.
i. With reference to the sensitive activity “Recognition, registration and representation of business
activity in accounting records, reports, financial statements and other documents” the procedures and
practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control
protocols:
-

an accounting manual or accounting procedures are adopted, where data and information that each
function must provide and accounting criteria for data processing are clearly indicated;

-

deadlines for periodic closures are defined and properly communicated to Company functions;

-

all transactions recording are carried out correctly and in compliance with the principles of
truthfulness and completeness;

-

competent functions provide the information requested in a timely manner and certifying, where it is
possible, its completeness and truthfulness, or indicating who can provide such certification;

-

if it is useful for the comprehension of the information, competent functions indicate documents or
sources from which information has been acquired and processed and, where possible, enclose a
copy;

-

the collection, transmission and aggregation of accounting information aimed at the preparation of
Company communications takes place exclusively through methods that can guarantee the
traceability of each step in data elaboration process and the identification of the subjects who enter
data into the system;

-

any significant changes to the balance sheet items or to the accounting criteria of them are
appropriately authorized according to Company procedures and assigned powers;

-

the request by anyone of unjustified changes in the criteria for the recognition, recording and
accounting presentation or quantitative variation of data compared to those already accounted for in
accordance with Company's operating procedures, is immediately communicated to the
Administration, Finance and Control Director;

-

the drafts of financial statements and other accounting documents are made available to the
Directors in advance of the meeting of the Board of Directors called to take decision on the approval
of the financial statement.

ii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Financial resources (collections and payments) and credit
management” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following
specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

the management of Company bank accounts (opening, closing and execution of transactions) is
entrusted only to personnel who has received a formal powers of attorney;

-

bank accounts reconciliations are carried out on monthly basis, by personnel of the competent
function;

-

cash flow is periodically monitored.
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Outgoing flows
-

all payments are properly documented and authorized in compliance with the powers received.
Authorization levels defined for payments to suppliers, employees and third parties are clearly
defined and traceable;

-

all payments are arranged by bank transfer or other method that guarantees traceability;

-

to arrange payment to a supplier, a formal authorization is required - by issuing a system approval or
other method defined in the internal procedures - by the function that managed the business relation
with the supplier;

-

the access to the home banking system for making payments is allowed only to authorized personnel,
through the use of user ID and password;

-

the chief of the competent function or its delegate verifies in advance the report of the payments
must be done according to the invoice received and authorizes all payments in compliance with the
existing signature limits;

-

the function in charge verifies that no payment is made in cash except for small amounts;

-

the modification of the IBAN of a supplier or customer is properly authorized;

-

in case of payment on foreign bank accounts, checks are carried out to verify that:

-

the bank account indicated by the supplier does not located in a country considered "at risk". In the
event that the supplier requires a payment on a bank account of a "risk" country, the personnel in
charge for payment must promptly inform the Director of Administration, Finance and Control
function;

-

payments to countries considered "at risk" are carried out exclusively in the presence of a supply
actually coming from these countries.
Incoming flows

-

each payment received is adequately justified;

-

the operations that involve incoming flows are carried out by adequate instruments suitable to
guarantee the traceability of the operation (eg. causal, indication of the ordering function, etc.);

-

cash payments are accepted only if they are of modest value.

iii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of direct and indirect taxation” the procedures
and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control
protocols:
-

all formal documents, requests and communications concerning the tax matters having as target the
Public Administration (eg. Revenue Agency, Financial Authorities) are generally managed and signed
only by personnel with adequate representation powers assigned by the Company;

-

for the invoices received and issued by the Company related to purchasing of goods/services or sale of
goods, the existence of the related transactions must be verified as well the correctness of the
amount indicated in the invoices according to the contracts, purchase orders or order confirmations;
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-

the Company identifies the functions involved in the management of the various tax obligations, also
through a clear assignment of roles and responsibilities;

-

an organizational and procedural approach is defined for the management and control of tax risk (eg.
Tax Control Framework);

-

legal firms and / or external consultants who support the Company in the management of fiscal
matter and tax litigation are identified in compliance with the rules defined in the services
procurement process (including intellectual services).

iv. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of intercompany transactions (eg. transfer
pricing)” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific
behaviours and control protocols:
-

personnel operates in compliance with the transfer pricing policy, which describes methods and
principles for intercompany transactions management;

-

adequate documentation archiving is ensured in order to allow the correct traceability of the entire
process and to facilitate any subsequent checks;

-

methods and principles for intercompany transactions management (eg. activities carried out on
behalf of the counterpart, fees, timing, control activities, outputs provided, etc.) are formalized in
specific intercompany contracts / agreements (or in an internal procedure / policy, if applicable);

-

the documentation related to each intercompany transaction is archived in order to guarantee a
complete traceability;

-

a particular attention is given to financial resources and intercompany transactions management;

-

each intercompany transaction takes place on the basis of documentation authorized by personnel
that has received appropriate powers.

v. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of operations on share capital (management of
contributions, profits, reserves, transactions on shareholdings, etc.) and extraordinary transactions (eg.
acquisitions, mergers, divestitures of companies and branches)” the procedures and practices in force
must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

resolutions related to the allocation of profits or reserves, as well as all the activities carried out as
part of extraordinary transactions on equity investments or capital, are done in compliance with
Corporate Bylaws and relevant regulations;

-

the decision to carry out an extraordinary transaction is shared by involving the appointed bodies
(Shareholders' Meeting, Board of Directors, Board of Auditors and Independent Auditors);

-

the management of extraordinary transactions such as mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries sale or
demergers, is done by involving the internal Company functions and, if necessary, external
consultants to execute the following activities:
•

preliminary analysis / due diligence of economics, financial and equity data of the companies
involved in the transaction, as well as legal / corporate analysis;

•

preparation of contractual documentation;
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•

elaboration of documentation, financial statements and reports related to the extraordinary
transactions;

-

the contractual documentation related to extraordinary transactions (acquisitions, contributions,
mergers, demergers, etc.) is reviewed and approved, on the basis of the responsibilities, by the
delegated functions before the approval of the competent bodies;

-

the documentation provided to the Company's bodies for the approval of an extraordinary
transaction is adequately filed and its contents must be clear, truthful and exhaustive;

-

extraordinary transactions related to subsidiaries are approved also by the Board of Directors and
possibly by the Shareholders' Meeting on the basis of the responsibilities of the company involved;

-

accounting records related to extraordinary transactions (such as mergers, demergers, capital
increases and destinations of profits or reserves) are carried out only after the favourable resolution
by the bodies in charge and in accordance with the terms of its effectiveness.

vi. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of relations with Shareholders, Board of
Auditors and Independent Auditors” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance
with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

the requests and transmissions of data and information, as well as any relief, communication or
evaluation expressed by the Shareholders and the Board of Auditors, are documented and filed;

-

all the documents relating to transactions on the agenda of the meetings of the Shareholders'
Meeting or the Board of Directors or, in any case, related to transactions on which the Board of
Auditors must express an opinion, must be communicated and made available in advance of the date
of the meeting;

-

it is guaranteed to the Board of Auditors and Shareholders a free access to Company accounts and to
other matters required for the proper performance of their activities;

-

significant communications to Board of Auditors and Independent Auditors take place in a formal
manner (eg. by e-mail);

-

all the audits carried out by the Board of Auditors are formalized in their minutes.

vii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of relations with representatives of the Public
Administration during inspections (eg. Competition and Market Guarantor Authority, Guarantor for the
protection of personal data, Financial Administration, Arpa, Carabinieri, Police Force concerned with
fiscal matters, Local Police, Firefighters, Customs, ASL, INPS, INAIL, etc ...)” the procedures and practices
in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

relations with public officials during inspections are managed, where possible, by personnel delegated
by the Company except in that case in which, for operative needs, this is not possible;

-

for each inspection a formal evidence must be available such as:
•

the report issued by the public officials and signed, where possible, by personnel delegated by the
Company;
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•

in the absence of a report issued by public officials, the responsible of the function involved during
the inspection must prepare an internal report (also in the form of an e-mail) where are listed all
information, data and documents provided to public officials;

-

the report issued by public officials or the internal report is registered and archived;

-

where possible, it is preferable that at least two people, with appropriate powers, attend to the
inspections; for inspections of long duration, the presence of two people is guaranteed, at least, in the
most relevant stages (such as the opening and closing of the inspection) and, in any case, at the
release of the minutes.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities included in the “Human Resources” process, listed in the following
paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to
ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE “HUMAN RESOURCES” PROCESS

Sensitive activities identified, with reference to the “Human Resources” Process are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.

3

Selection, hiring and management of personnel;
Management of travel and entertainment expenses;
Management of company utilities (eg. company cars, mobile phones, computers, credit cards,
etc.)
CRIME CATEGORIES APPLICABLE TO THE “HUMAN RESOURCES” PROCESS

Based on the risk assessment performed by the organization, the sensitive activities included in the
“Human Resources” process are potentially applicable for the following crime categories:

4

PA

artt. 24 e 25

Crimes against the Public Administration



CRI

art. 24-ter

Organized crime



SOC/CP

art. 25-ter

Corporate crimes (including corruption amongst private
parties)



PER

art. 25-quinquies

Crimes against the individual person



IMM

art. 25-duodecies

Employing illegally staying third-country nationals



TRN

art. 10 L.146/2006

International crimes



SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols relating to the sensitive activities included in the “Human Resources” process are
listed below.
i. With reference to the sensitive activity “Selection, hiring and management of personnel” the
procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and
control protocols:
-

recruitment needs are requested and authorized by functions in charge, also taking into
consideration the needs included in the budget;

-

criteria of meritocracy, personal dignity, equal opportunities and adequacy of the work environment
are respected;
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-

the selection of candidates is based on an objective attitudinal assessment compared to the job
position;

-

the function responsible guarantees the traceability of applications sources (for example:
advertisements, spontaneous applications, internal recommendation, head hunting companies, etc.),
as well as the decision-making and authorization process and control activities carried out (for
example: in case of non-EU personnel recruitment, the validity of the residence permit is verified);

-

the phases of the selection process, when deemed necessary, are managed by a formally appointed
agency, which will keep the documentation related to each phase;

-

the existence of documentation proving the respect of the selection and recruitment procedures is
guaranteed;

-

the definition of the economics conditions is consistent with the position that the candidate is
holding and the related responsibilities / tasks;

-

in addition to the contract, each new employee receives a "Welcome Kit" including the Code of Ethics
and the Model 231;

-

it is guaranteed the correctness and transparency in the management of relations with
representatives of the Public Administration, as well as the compliance with regulatory requirements
in personnel management;

-

the function in charge verifies communications and regulatory obligations towards the Employment
Centre and the other bodies;

-

the remuneration policies are authorized by the top management and the recognition of bonuses is
linked to the achievement of the assigned objectives (eg. MBO system); the letters for increases,
promotions and "una tantum" are signed by the HR Director and the employee;

-

in case of disciplinary sanctions, the person in charge ensures full compliance with the rules
established by the applicable National Collective Labor Contract.

ii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of travel and entertainment expenses” the
procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and
control protocols:
-

all business trips are communicated to the hierarchical superior;

-

advanced payments to employees, authorized by the hierarchical superior, are permitted within the
limits defined in the internal procedures;

-

travel expenses are analytically reported and authorized before their reimbursement;

-

travel expenses reports referring to pre-communicated work assignments are verified in terms of
types and consistency with the supporting documents presented by employees;

-

all requests for reimbursement of travel expenses, as well as entertainment expenses, are adequately
documented and liquidated only with the authorization of the hierarchical superior of the employee;

-

advanced payments, travel and entertainment expenses are managed in compliance with Company
policies.
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iii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of company utilities (eg. company cars, mobile
phones, computers, credit cards, etc.)” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance
with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

rules for requesting / assigning company utilities are defined in internal procedures;

-

company utilities (eg. personal computers, mobile phones, company cars, fuel cards, credit cards,
etc.) and their recipients are tracked;

-

internal policies foreseen that company utilities can be used only by authorized personnel according
to the purposes for which have been assigned (eg. assignment letter for promiscuous use of company
car);

-

rules for returning company utilities are established in the event of termination of the employment
relationship;

-

rules are defined for the management of theft or loss of assigned assets in order to ensure the
traceability of the reasons for any new assignments.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities included in the “Information Technology” process, listed in the
following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and
to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE “INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY” PROCESS

Sensitive activities identified, with reference to the “Information Technology” Process are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
3

Management of physical and logical accesses;
Management of the company network security;
Management of software, equipment, devices or programs.
CRIME CATEGORIES APPLICABLE TO THE “INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY” PROCESS

Based on the risk assessment performed by the organization, the sensitive activities included in the
“Information Technology” process are potentially applicable for the following crime categories.

4

INF

art. 24-bis

Informational crimes and unlawful use of data



DIR

art. 25-novies

Crimes against intellectual property rights



SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols relating to the sensitive activities included in the “Information Technology” process
are listed below.
i. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of physical and logical accesses” the procedures
and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control
protocols:
-

access to information located in Company's servers and databases is limited by suitable
authentication tools including, but not limited to, the following:
•

use of account and password;

•

profiled access to network folders;

-

system administrators, maintenance personnel and Company's employees are provided with unique
authentication credentials, with adequate security features and compliant with the General Data
Protection Regulation UE / 2016/679 (so-called GDPR); authentication credentials are kept secret;

-

connections made from internal to remote computers that are outside the IT security managed by the
Company are authenticated;

-

user credentials check is carried out periodically in order to prevent any erroneous qualifications to
the application systems;
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-

each Responsible of internal function, or person delegated by him/her, guarantees the correct
assignment / authorization of access to third party sites or programs (public or private bodies) that
require access credentials (user-id, password and / or Smart Card);

-

the activation or modification of a user profile is authorized by the Responsible of internal function;

-

the updating of users passwords to access to business applications is guaranteed by the
implementation of specific rules;

-

access through a VPN, previously authorized, is allowed through user-id and password.

ii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of the company network security” the
procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and
control protocols:
-

Company's data transmission network is protected by appropriate access limitation tools (firewall and
proxy);

-

Company’s data transmission network is segmented in order to limit the possibility of interception;

-

Company’s data transmission network is protected by adequate monitoring tools against the risk of
unauthorized access;

-

Company's servers and workstations (fixed and portable) are protected against potential external
attacks through the use of antivirus software, which performs incoming and outgoing checks;

-

a monitoring activity is carried out on the network devices;

-

internet access is regulated and filtered by a web filtering system;

-

a check is carried out to verify the software installed on the PCs connected to the Company network.

iii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of software, equipment, devices or programs”
the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours
and control protocols:
-

all servers and workstations are periodically updated on the basis of the patches released by the
manufacturers of operating systems and applications;

-

all removable devices, including hard disks of employees before their reuse, are deleted, technically
not intelligible, in the case of:
•

termination of an employee's employment relationship;

•

replacement of IT resources assigned to employees / consultants;

-

the activity of software installation on employees workstations is allowed only to the personnel in
charge;

-

all the programs installed on the workstations are licensed;

-

the personnel in charge carry out the inventory of the software installed on the workstations and on
the servers through a centralized system of software inventory;

-

the development and test environments are physically and / or logically separated from the
production environment for the most important systems;
29

-

software developed by external partners is validated by internal staff before release into production;

-

appropriate change management control systems are used for the purpose of separating changes
development and production activities.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities included in the “Legal” process, listed in the following paragraph 2, shall
follow in order to avoid the commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to ensure fairness and
transparency conditions in the business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE “LEGAL” PROCESS

Sensitive activity identified, with reference to the “Legal” Process is as follows:
i.
3

Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and relations with judicial authorities
CRIME CATEGORIES APPLICABLE TO THE “LEGAL” PROCESS

Based on the risk assessment performed by the organization, the sensitive activity included in the “Legal”
process is potentially applicable for the following crime categories:

4

PA

artt. 24 e 25

Crimes against the Public Administration



CRI

art. 24-ter

Organized crime



SOC

art. 25-ter

Corporate crimes (including corruption amongst private
parties)



DIC

art. 25-decies

Inducement to not make declarations or to make false
declarations to judicial authorities



TRN

art. 10 L.146/2006

International crimes



SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

The specific protocols relating to the sensitive activity included in the “Legal” process are listed below.
i. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of judicial and extrajudicial disputes and
relations with judicial authorities” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with
the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

the involvement of external lawyers for the management of judicial or extra-judicial litigation is
agreed upon and coordinated by the Company functions in charge on the basis of the litigation
matter;

-

contracts that regulate relations with external lawyers are formalized, signed in accordance with the
powers granted and include specific clauses that guarantee:
•

the reference to compliance with the principles set out in the Code of Ethics and in the
Organizational, Management and Control Model adopted by the Company pursuant to Legislative
Decree 231/2001;
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•

the indemnity for the Company in case of violation, by third parties, of the principles mentioned
above;

-

all documentation related to extra-judicial litigation and legal proceedings is filed inside the Company
or at the external law firm and its held for the period required by law;

-

only the external lawyers in charge, the internal competent function and any other authorized people,
can interface with the parts involved in legal proceedings and may be called to make statements in
front of the judicial authorities.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities included in the “Health and Safety at work” process, listed in the
following paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and
to ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE “HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK” PROCESS

Sensitive activities identified, with reference to the “Health and Safety at work” process are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
3

Identification of the regulatory provisions for the compliance with technical-structural
standards;
Definition of the resources, rules, responsibilities and the authority in the organization;
Identification and valuation of the risks, definition of the preventive and protection measures to
eliminate dangers and reduce risks, also of relevant accident, for health and safety at work;
Definition of the requirements about employees expertise, skills and awareness;
Communication, participation and consultation: management of periodic safety meetings,
consultation of employees and their representatives;
Definition of measures for operational control and change management;
Procurement and management of contracts: acquisition of mandatory documentation /
certifications required by law;
Management of crises;
Health surveillance;
Management of non-compliance accident, “near misses” and corrective actions
CRIME CATEGORIES APPLICABLE TO THE “HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK” PROCESS

Based on the risk assessment performed by the organization, the sensitive activities included in the
“Health and Safety at Work” process are potentially applicable for the following crime categories.

SSL

4

art. 25-septies

Manslaughter and serious or very serious culpable injuries,
committed with violation of the rules concerning the
protection of health and safety at work



SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

In accordance with the provisions of art. 30 of Legislative Decree no. 81/2008, which establishes the
eligibility criteria for the purposes of the exemplary effectiveness of the 231 Models, the monitoring of
the activities at risk of committing the offenses referred to in this Special Section is ensured by the
Company through the adoption of organizational tools defined within the workplace health and safety
management systems currently described by the BS OHSAS 18001:20071 standard. Given that the
Company is also subject to the provisions for activities at risk of major accidents, as a further
organizational reference to oversee the risks of committing the offenses referred to in this Special

1

This standard will be replaced over time by the UNI ISO 45001: 2018 which, recently issued, is currently in a temporary application regime.
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Section, Arpa Industriale also considers the organizational measures established by the Annex B of
Legislative Decree no. 105/2015 "Guidelines for the implementation of the Safety Management System for
the prevention of major accidents".
The specific protocols relating to the sensitive activities included in the “Health and Safety at Work”
process are listed below.
i. With reference to the sensitive activity “Identification of the regulatory provisions for the compliance
with technical-structural standards” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance
with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

compliance with current regulations (laws, technical standards and regulations, etc.) is ensured
through the adoption of specific registrations in order to control:
•

identification and accessibility to the relevant rules applicable to the organization;

•

legislative updating;

•

periodic monitoring of compliance with applicable legislation.

ii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Definition of the resources, rules, responsibilities and the
authority in the organization” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the
following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

-

for all the figures identified by the relevant legislation on health and safety in the workplace (eg
employer, executives) as well as by the legislation to oversee the risks of major accidents (eg
manager), suitable technical-professional requirements are predefined; these requisites are in
possession of the subject prior to the assignment of the assignment and can also be achieved through
specific training interventions; they are maintained over time;
specific responsibilities are assigned, where necessary the use of formal delegation takes place on a
certain date, through the written form defining, in an exhaustive manner, the characteristics and
limits of the assignment and, where appropriate, identifying the spending power; in particular, by way
of example:
•

the responsibilities of management, coordination and control within the Company are formalized;

•

the system of proxies, signing and spending powers is built in a manner consistent with the
responsibilities assigned;

•

the assignment and exercise of powers in a decision-making process is congruent with the
positions of responsibility and with the relevance and / or the criticality of the underlying risk
situations;

•

the subjects provided for by the regulations concerning hygiene and safety in the workplace are
correctly appointed and the powers necessary for the performance of the role assigned to them
are correctly assigned to them;

•

the persons in charge and / or appointed in accordance with current legislation on hygiene and
safety in the workplace have adequate and effective skills in this area.

iii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Identification and valuation of the risks, definition of the
preventive and protection measures to eliminate dangers and reduce risks, also of relevant accident, for
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health and safety at work” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the
following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

appropriate organizational tools will be set up that will preliminarily define the criteria in compliance
with the provisions of Legislative Decree no. 105/2015 and art. 28 of Legislative Decree no. 81/2008;
consider the following aspects in particular:
•

routine and non-routine activities;

•

activities of all persons having access to the workplace (including external ones);

•

human behaviour;

•

dangers from outside;

•

hazards related to work or created in the surrounding environment;

•

infrastructure, equipment and materials present at the workplace;

•

any applicable legal obligations regarding risk assessment and implementation of the necessary
control measures;

•

design of work environments, machinery and plants;

•

operational and work procedures.

iv. With reference to the sensitive activity “Definition of the requirements about employees expertise,
skills and awareness” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the
following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

Organizational measures put in place must allow to:
•

define criteria for choosing the trainer;

•

document information, training and training activities;

•

guarantee, also through appropriate planning, that any person under the control of the
organization is competent on the basis of adequate education, training or experience;

•

identify the training needs connected with the performance of the activities and provide training
or take other actions into account to meet these needs;

•

evaluate the effectiveness of training activities or other actions that may be implemented, and
keep the related records;

•

ensure that staff become aware of the actual or potential impact of their work, the correct
behaviours to adopt, their roles and responsibilities;

•

ensure that the personnel working on site, including outsiders, are competent on the basis of
adequate education and training, in accordance with the provisions of Legislative Decree
105/2015;

•

ensure that the personnel working on site, including the outsiders, receive adequate and periodic
information on the measures to prevent the risks of a major accident.

v. With reference to the sensitive activity “Communication, participation and consultation: management
of periodic safety meetings, consultation of employees and their representatives” the procedures and
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practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control
protocols:
-

the control measures defined to supervise the activity define the methods of participation of the
workers, also through their representatives, through:
•

their involvement in the identification of hazards, risk assessment and definition of protection
measures;

•

their involvement in investigations related to an accident or a near miss;

•

their consultation when there are changes that may have significance.

vi. With reference to the sensitive activity “Definition of measures for operational control and change
management” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following
specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

-

due to the complexity of the processing, specific working instructions or operating procedures are
defined which, together with the documentation regarding the use of machinery and equipment and
the safety documentation of the substances, are made available to the worker;
suitable organizational tools are defined in order to put under control the following aspects:
•

changes made to processes and / or to the management system, including temporary changes,
and their impact on operations, processes and activities;

•

identification of the activities for which the use of PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) is
required;

•

the definition of the criteria for choosing the PPE, which must ensure the adequacy of the PPE to
the types of risk identified during the assessment phase and their compliance with the current
technical standards (eg CE marking);

•

the definition of Individual Protection Devices (DPI) management;

•

definition of assessment methods to guarantee the maintenance of protection requirements;

•

the definition of methods, timing and responsibilities for the planning and development and
recording of maintenance and periodic checks, where required, of equipment, plant and
machinery (identified on time in specific protocols / cards) and periodic checking of their
efficiency.

vii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Procurement and management of contracts: acquisition of
mandatory documentation / certifications required by law” the procedures and practices in force must
guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

the contract awarding activity is monitored by:
•

defining procedures for verification of suppliers that also take into account the compliance by
security personnel and their workers;

•

defining the intervention field and its impacts within a written contract;

•

defining accesses and activities carried out on the site by third parties, with specific assessment of
the interfering risks related to their presence and related drafting of the required coordination
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documentation (eg DUVRI, PSC) signed by all the external parties involved and promptly adequate
in case of variations in the conditions of the intervention;

-

•

adopting contractual clauses requiring compliance with the general principles contained in the
Model 231 and in the Code of Ethics and consequently with the applicable SSL regulations;

•

defining control systems for third-party workers at sites and / or company sites on compliance
with corporate safety principles, as supplemented by contracts;

the purchase activity is monitored by defining:
•

criteria and procedures for the qualification and verification of suppliers’ requirements;

•

methods for checking the conformity of the equipment, plants and machinery to be purchased
under current regulations (eg CE marking);

•

criteria and methods for assessing acceptability requirements;

•

procedures for the execution of acceptance tests, initial examinations and necessary approvals for
commissioning.

viii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of crises” the procedures and practices in
force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

the management of emergencies is monitored through appropriate control measures that include:
•

identification of situations that may cause a potential emergency;

•

definition of the modalities for responding to the internal emergency conditions as well as to the
emergency conditions with potential impacts relevant to workers and population and preventing
or mitigating the relative negative consequences in terms of health and safety;

•

definition and updating of emergency plans in case of accidents or negative outcomes of periodic
simulations;

•

planning of the verification of the effectiveness of the emergency management plans.

ix. With reference to the sensitive activity “Health surveillance” the procedures and practices in force
must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

suitable organizational tools are envisaged for:
•

the preliminary verification of the attribution of any duty to the worker of the health requirements
of the same in relation to what was detected during the assessment of the risk;

•

verification of the suitability by the Company's competent doctor who, by reason of the
indications provided by the Employer and on the basis of his / her knowledge of the workplace and
work;

•

definition of a health surveillance protocol to be submitted to the worker.

x. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of non-compliance, accidents, near misses and
corrective actions” the procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following
specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

suitable organizational tools are envisaged for:
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•

the adoption of suitable tools to report, investigate and correct any non-compliance;

•

the adoption of suitable tools to report and investigate accidents, missed accidents and
occupational diseases.
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1

SCOPE

This Special Section aims to indicate specific protocols of behaviour and control that all the subjects
involved in the sensitive activities included in the “Environment” process, listed in the following
paragraph 2, shall follow in order to avoid the commission of the crimes listed in the Decree and to
ensure fairness and transparency conditions in the business activities.
2

SENSITIVE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE “ENVIRONMENT” PROCESS

Sensitive activities identified, with reference to the “Environment” process are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
3

Management of environmental compliance;
Management of production;
Management of the co-incineration plant;
Management of suppliers with environmental relevance;
Waste management.
CRIME CATEGORIES APPLICABLE TO THE “ENVIRONMENT” PROCESS

Based on the risk assessment performed by the organization, the sensitive activities included in the
“Environment” process are potentially applicable for the following crime categories.

AMB

4

art. 25-undecies

Environmental crimes



SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS OF BEHAVIOUR AND CONTROL

In analogy with the provisions of art. 30 of Legislative Decree 81/2008 for the purposes of preventing
culpable homicide and serious and very serious injuries in violation of the accident prevention regulations
set out in art. 25-septies of Legislative Decree no.231/2001 and as recalled by the most recent guidelines
of the trade associations, the supervision of the activities at risk of committing the crimes referred to in
this special section is ensured by the Company through the adoption of organizational tools defined in the
scope of the environmental management systems currently described by the UNI EN ISO 14001: 2015
standard. Since the provisions envisaged for activities at risk of a major accident are applicable to Arpa
Industriale, as a further organizational reference to oversee the risks of committing the offenses referred
to in this special section, the Company also considers the organizational measures established in its
management system from Annex B of Legislative Decree 105/2015 "Guidelines for the implementation of
the Safety Management System for the prevention of relevant accidents”.
The specific protocols relating to the sensitive activities included in the “Environment” process are listed
below.
i. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of environmental compliance” the procedures
and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control
protocols:
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-

-

for all the figures identified by the pertinent environmental legislation as well as by the regulations to
oversee the risks of a major accident (eg Manager), assign specific responsibilities, taking as an
example:
•

responsibility for management, coordination and control within the Company;

•

the system of proxies, signing and spending powers in a manner consistent with the
responsibilities assigned;

•

the assignment and exercise of powers in a decision-making process is congruent with the
positions of responsibility and with the relevance and / or the criticality of the underlying risk
situations;

•

the appointment of subjects required by the environmental legislation and they are correctly
assigned the necessary powers to perform the role assigned to them;

•

the skills required for the persons appointed and / or appointed pursuant to current legislation on
environmental matters;

ensure the adoption of specific registrations in order to control:
•

identification and accessibility to the applicable rules applicable to the organization;

•

legislative updating, monitoring and informing the Company of variations or introduction of
environmental regulations;

•

periodic monitoring of compliance with applicable legislation;

-

identify the relevant environmental aspects and assess the risks;

-

ensure the obtaining, maintenance and renewal, where required, of the required authorizations
relating to activities that may involve emissions into the atmosphere;

-

define management methods of any overruns of the applicable regulatory limits and related
communication to the competent authorities;

-

carry out the planned communications following the occurrence of environmental emergencies that
have led to pollution of the ground, subsoil and surface or ground waters;

-

correctly assessing any environmental impacts resulting from structural or organizational changes
concerning the operational sites (construction of new offices and / or extension or disposal of existing
offices);

-

establish suitable emergency management procedures;

-

monitor the performances related to the relevant environmental aspects;

-

guarantee the maintenance of plants, machines and equipment;

-

adopt specific procedures that regulate activities, roles and responsibilities of operations relating to
waste management;

-

define appropriate methods for carrying out the identification, characterization, classification and
registration of waste;

-

adopt specific procedures that regulate activities, roles and responsibilities of operations relating to
the management of water discharges;

-

regulate the management of aspects concerning water discharges;
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-

monitor the legislation on communication and land reclamation in order to adapt the plants to any
legislative changes;

-

monitor the legislation on ozone-depleting substances in order to adapt the plants to any legislative
changes;

-

ensuring, in consideration of all the environmental impacts described, the traceability and availability
of the related documentation (eg. records relating to analytical checks, maintenance records);

-

communicate the results of the monitoring / sampling to the production manager;

-

ensure, in consideration of all the environmental impacts described, the formalization of an audit plan
and its implementation;

-

ensure, in consideration of all the environmental impacts described, that the results of the audits
performed are communicated to the reference people and subject to evaluation in order to define
appropriate corrective measures.

ii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of production” the procedures and practices in
force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

foresee the evaluation, characterization and communication to the departments in charge for
compliance to environmental legislation regarding the danger of the raw materials used in production
activities;

-

foresee adequate storage / preservation of raw materials;

-

monitor the performances related to discharges, emissions and waste production;

-

define management methods of any exceedances of emission limits in the atmosphere and
concentration in the water and related communication to the competent authorities;

-

carry out the required communications following the occurrence of environmental emergencies that
have determined the pollution of the soil, subsoil and surface or underground waters;

-

assess the environmental impact resulting from structural or organizational changes concerning
production facilities;

-

establish suitable emergency management procedures;

-

verify the possession of environmental requirements with reference to machinery, plant and
equipment;

-

carry out periodic maintenance operations;

-

define suitable emergency maintenance intervention measures aimed at containing pollution in the
face of environmental emergencies;

-

assessing adequately any environmental impacts resulting from structural or organizational changes
concerning the operational sites (construction of new offices and / or extension or disposal of existing
offices);

-

foresee the compliance, in maintenance activities, with the procedures issued on environmental
matters, in particular waste management, discharges, soil and subsoil protection against polluting
events and emissions;
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-

carry out periodic and scheduled maintenance operations on temporary waste deposits aimed at
limiting the exposure of the waste to atmospheric agents;

-

carry out extraordinary maintenance interventions also for the purpose of limiting any environmental
accidents;

-

always check that hazardous substances or substances with environmental impacts are managed and
handled exclusively by personnel with the necessary skills;

-

constantly monitor the chemical / physical effluent parameters;

-

execute the census of asbestos roofing and the definition of the related maintenance control plan and
/ or the termination of the use and disposal of the asset, in accordance with current legislation;

-

carry out periodic evaluation and monitoring activities of the conservation status of materials
containing asbestos;

-

guarantee the traceability and availability of the documentation related to the maintenance activities
carried out (for example, records relating to analytical checks, maintenance records);

-

communicate the results of the monitoring / sampling to the production manager.

iii. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of the co-incineration plant” the procedures
and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control
protocols:
-

define management methods of any overruns of the applicable regulatory limits and related
communication to the competent authorities;

-

carry out periodic and scheduled maintenance operations on the exhaust pipes and the exhaust
chimney filters;

-

define adequate emergency maintenance intervention measures aimed at containing pollution in the
face of environmental emergencies;

-

verify the possession of environmental requirements with reference to machinery, plant and
equipment;

-

foresee adequate emergency management methods;

-

always check that hazardous substances or substances with environmental impacts are managed and
handled exclusively by personnel with the necessary skills;

-

constantly monitor the chemical / physical effluent parameters;

-

guarantee the correct characterization and classification of waste;

-

provide for the differentiation of waste in order to prevent any illegal mixing;

-

verify the adequacy of the waste produced with the CER qualification of the same, even if the service
is performed by third-party laboratories;

-

carry out extraordinary maintenance interventions also for the purpose of limiting any environmental
accidents;
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-

guarantee the traceability and availability of the documentation related to the maintenance activities
carried out (for example, records relating to analytical checks, maintenance records);

-

communicate the results of the monitoring / sampling to the production manager.

iv. With reference to the sensitive activity “Management of suppliers with environmental relevance” the
procedures and practices in force must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and
control protocols:
-

define roles, responsibilities and methods for selecting suppliers and subcontractors;

-

preliminary check of the technical-professional requirements of the suppliers (eg registration of
environmental managers for waste management subjects, Sincert accreditation for analysis
laboratories, etc.);

-

foresee contractual clauses requiring compliance with the applicable environmental regulations and,
where necessary, the procedures defined by the Company, as well as compliance with the general
principles contained in the Model 231 and in the Code of Ethics;

-

foresee verification activities, and audits if necessary, on suppliers with greater environmental
relevance;

-

foresee assessment of suppliers performance.

v. With reference to the sensitive activity “Waste management” the procedures and practices in force
must guarantee compliance with the following specific behaviours and control protocols:
-

ensure the correct characterization and classification of waste;

-

foresee the differentiation of waste in order to prevent any illegal mixing;

-

guarantee the correct management of temporary waste deposits on the basis of the type and waste
produced;

-

verify the adequacy of the waste produced with the CER qualification of the same, even if the service
is performed by third-party laboratories;

-

verify possession, in the case of transport carried out in-house, of the prescribed requirements
required by current legislation;

-

verify, in the case of transport carried out by third parties, compliance with the authorization
requirements;

-

verify the correct management of the formalities necessary for the final conferment to the disposer
(management of the forms and the loading / unloading registers);

-

verify the correct keeping of the documentation relating to disposal (for example the registers, the
forms, the accompanying analytical documentation, etc.), as well as the congruity of the requirements
for disposal in the documentation provided;

-

verify the correct management of the FIR (Identification Forms of Waste), also using databases and r
accounts for the CER code, preparatory to the correct compilation of the annual MUD (Single
Environmental Declaration Model);
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-

check the availability and correctness of the documentation relating to waste management.
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